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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the study was to determine the validity and reliability of a
nonverbal learning disability evaluation (NLDE) scale using an instrument intended to
screen for nonverbal learning disabilities in classroom settings. Scholars believe that there
are at least four distinct subtypes of learning disabilities, each with its own characteristics
and interventions. Validity was examined via an ANOVA, discriminant functions
analysis, and factor analysis. Reliability was examined via use of Cronbach's alpha ( a =
.93).
The sampled populations were special education and regular education teachers in
North Dakota and 61 of the students they served. The 43 LD students had identified
disabilities in learning and represented grade levels from 3-8. The 18 non-LD children
were all enrolled at the elementary school level.
The results of the ANOVA and Tukey's pairwise comparisons on NLDE
composite scores indicated that the three group means (NLD, VLD, and Non-LD
children) were significantly different from one another. The results of the canonical
discriminant functions analysis indicated that there were two functions (factors) required.
Can 1, mostly made up of motor behavior, was needed to separate the NLD group from
each of the other two. Can2., mostly behaviors learned in a classroom setting in the areas
o f language and mathematics, was needed to separate both LD groups from the non-LD
group. A factor analysis revealed that the instrument was univariate, deriving only one
factor. This factor was correlated with over 80% of the scale items. The DISCRIM
analysis correctly classified children into their original a priori groups.

x

Results supported the existence of an NLD subtype, a group of students
discrim inate from other LD individuals. Further development of the scale is suggested by
dropping some items that didn't load on some o f the functions or factors and re-evaluating
the scale and using a much larger research population. Changes in scale scoring were also
suggested.

xi

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The scope of Chapter I includes concerns about the learning disabilities' category,
primarily that the category is too heterogeneous to be pedologically useful. In Chapter I,
an overview is provided of the subtypes of learning disabilities that may contribute to the
heterogeneity of the category , A brief introduction of nonverbal learning disabilities
(perhaps the most well-established learning disability subtype and most divergent from
other groups) is given. This is followed by a discussion of research needs in the field of
nonverbal learning disabilities. In a concluding section, an outline of the research study is
provided.
A school-based team, consisting of special and general education teachers, an
administrator and a school psychologist, usually identifies learning disabled children. This
is accomplished primarily through the use of an intelligence quotient (IQ) - achievement
discrepancy, which is construed to reflect a significant difference between a child's
predicted level of achievement (ability) and observed achievement. Yet, no debatable
discrepancy system exists for classifying or categorizing these students with learning
disabilities (Ysseldyke, Algozzine, and Epps, 1983).
Most learning disability identification problems result from its imprecise definition.
Under current federal standards, each state can define the criteria used to determine
eligibility for learning disabilities (LD) classification. Ysseldyke ct al. (1983) found over
17 different criteria used across several states. This implies that by using one or more
combinations of criteria there is an assumption that large numbers of students arc eligible
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for LD placement. Whether these students should in reality be classified as LD or whether
they arc in need of special education is less clear.
Sources of Dissatisfaction with the Learning Disability Category
The definition of learning disability is widely thought to be vague and imprecise, so
there exists an excessive latitude for diagnosis (Algozzinc & Ysscldykc, 1986; Kavale &
Fomess, 1985; Kavale, Fuchs, & Scruggs, 1994). Consequently, researchers feel that
most learning disability identification problems result from this imprecise definition (c.f.,
Algozzinc & Ysseldyke, 1986). Any definition that results in a considerable number of
non disabled individuals being identified as disabled and receiving services designated for
disabled individuals should not be acceptable to professionals or to the public (Ysseldyke,
Algozzinc, & Epps, 1983). The lack of a uniform definition has also resulted in each
school system in the United States individually doing what it believes to be best.
As a result, some writers feel that a defensible policy for placement in special
education classes should be developed (Ysseldyke, Algozzinc, & Epps, 1983). If this is
not done, placement in learning disability classrooms may reach unrealistic numbers.
Researchers reported that learning disabilities are usually over-identified. This is the case
when some children classified as learning disabled arc actually "false-positives." This is
the case when a child is thought to be learning-disabled but an accurate diagnosis would
identify the child as a low achiever. Therefore, some believe special needs children
actually requiring intervention at public expense may be far fewer than revealed by current
evaluations (Ysseldyke, Algozzinc, Richey & Gradcn, 1982). Learning disabled children
must be accurately identified so that educational funding may be effectively allocated.
There are several sources of dissatisfaction with the learning disabilities
classification, including problems with assessment, the difficulty of distinguishing LD from
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other low-achieving students, and heterogeneity of classified children. In the following
section, each specific source of dissatisfaction is briefly discussed.
Problems with Assessment
Because the LD definition and federal classification guidelines are imprecise,
problems exist regarding the assessment of LD children (Kavalc, Fuchs, & Scruggs,
1994). One o f the main assessment issues is the adequacy of data that provide the basis
for special education eligibility determination. This in turn depends upon the adequacy of
the testing instruments used in the assessment process (Keogh, 1988). Technical
adequacy is defined in terms of norms, reliability, and validity (American Psychological
Association Test Standards, 1986).
Unfortunately, many professionals employ tests of unknown or questionable
reliability and validity (Keogh, 1988). In fact, most standardized tests may have
questionable ecological validity (pertaining to natural physical, psychological or social
environments occupied by a given child) (Swanson, 1991). Some professionals may have
a poor understanding of psychometric limitations and poor test interpretation skills
(Swanson, 1991). Bennett (1983) and Berk (1984) suggested that the majority of
instruments used to assess students with learning disabilities lack adequate construct
validity because the LD construct lacks an exact universal definition and meaning. This
issue leads to a closely related concern, the differentiation of students with LD from other
underachievers.
Problems Distinguishing LD Children from Other Low Achievers
Adelman (1992) stated that almost 30% of the American school-aged population
arc experiencing some learning problem in school. Characteristics arc similar between
children identified as LD and low achieving non-classified students (Ysscldykc, Algozzine,
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& Epps, 1983). However, these same data showed considerable less overlap when re
analyzed by Kavalc, Fuchs, and Scruggs (1994).
Shepard and Smith (1983) found that of 1,000 representative learning disabled
students, only 28% met strict state guidelines, while another 15% showed weak signs of
the disability. This means that 57% of the children classified as LD did not truly meet
standards for LD placement. Of these children, 10.6% were non-dis. ':.ed (those students
who have achievement difficulties due to motivational or attitudinal concerns); 11.4%
were slow learners; and 6.6% had diagnosablc language interference problems.
Some children with suspected LD may be excluded from special educational
programs due to problems with identification (Ysseldykc, Algozzinc, & Epps, 1983). Not
only are students with learning disabilities difficult to distinguish from nondisabled
youngsters, but educators often misclassify LD children as behaviorally or emotionally
disturbed, or conduct-disordered (Dcnckla, 1993). It is possible, also, that a portion of
students classified as emotionally disturbed fail to learn social skills due to a learning
disability and thus arc misclassified. That is, they may perhaps be misclassificd in terms of
"primary" problem but both the learning disability and emotionally disturbed designations
could also be appropriate. As a function of both assessment problems and the difficulty
distinguishing a clear pattern of learning disabilities, the currently identified population is
characterized by extreme heterogeneity of characteristics, that is, patterns of
characteristics that, are dissimilar.
Heterogeneity o f Children Labeled Learning Disabled
There is an increasing awareness that LD is a very complex entity which includes
much heterogeneity (Satz & Morris, 1981). A single syndrome theory cannot account for
the substantial heterogeneity within samples of children with learning disabilities
(Doehring & Hoshko, 1977; Satz & Morris, 1981). The two previously mentioned
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research teams assumed that there exists a multiple syndrome basis for learning disabilities,
and for reading disabilities in particular. This multiple syndrome approach was evidenced
in two studies that subdivided heterogeneous samples into three or more homogeneous
subgroups based on patterns of performance across multivariate data sets (McKinney,
1984; Satz& Morris, 1981).
McKinney (1984) and Satz and Morris (1981), from their studies, consistently
replicated four subtypes that arc homogeneous within themselves, but are heterogeneous
across groups. A potential problem with LD research occurs when researchers conduct
general studies on LD students and find no significant results (Kavalc, 1987). The lack of
significant results in these quasi-cxpcrimental design studies illustrates the great
heterogeneity across LD groups that may occur when the researchers assume the sample
o f LD children to be homogeneous. Their results averaged across one or more of the
subgroups may nullify expected results.
Keogh (1988) stated that considering LD to be a single syndrome increases
heterogeneity in the category observed among children classified as LD. This variability is
present because of definitional problems or criteria used to identify LD students. The
integration o f research findings is nearly impossible due to the interaction of these
variables (Swanson, 1991). Related to the interaction of definition and criteria is the
serious concern that LD is primarily based on "empiricism" (Swanson, 1991, p. 5), defined
as an emphasis on the collection of data and analysis, rather than having a deep theoretical
underpinning as to the concept of LD. In other words, data collection and subsequent
analyses remain isolated elements with no rational connection. One of the early presumed
causes of LD is based on the medical model. The medical model is historically derived
from research on psychological processes and perceptual training espoused by early
writers (Kirk, 1963; Strauss & Kephart, 1955). However, an analysis of the research data
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showed that learning disabilities are not based on problems in perceptual development
(Hammill & Larsen, 1974).
Historically, the medical view implied that LD in children is caused by a single
unitary factor, but also inherent in the medical view is the belief that medication and diet,
under the direction of a medical doctor, would help alleviate the problem. This view
implies that there is some sort of pathological problem within LD persons. A variety of
such problems have been posited including delayed cerebral dominance, visual-perceptual
deficits, auditory-perceptual deficits, and attention-memory deficits (Hooper & Willis,
1989). In the 30 to 40 years that these causes have been thought to exist, they have never
been proven. Given these data, Kavalc and Fomess (1985) concluded that no single
unitary cause for LD exists.
Much of the medical model belief system stems from Werner and Strauss's (1941)
work dealing with mentally retarded and brain-injured children. A review of the literature
reports that when the field of learning disabilities was evolving, professionals found that
some children believed to be learning disabled did exhibit characteristics similar to braininjured children, such as distractibility, hyperactivity, and perceptual disturbances
(Hallahan & Kaufman, 1994). These same researchers contended that, in the ease o f most
children with learning disabilities, there existed little "hard" neurological evidence of brain
damage.
Some researchers assert that visual-perceptual problems are the major cause of
learning disabilities in children, but research support for this position has not been forth
coming (Liberman & Liberman, 1990). Nevertheless, there exists a subgroup of children
with learning disabilities who definitely exhibit a visual-perceptual problem (Satz &
Morris, 1981). To assume that all learning disabilities arc caused by a genetic disorder
would be wrong, but Smith and Pennington (1987) reported this to be true for some
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children with learning disabilities. To summarize, then, the single cause medical model
holds only for some children with learning disabilities, but most arc part of the larger
heterogeneous group with multi-faceted causes.
Due to the heterogeneity of characteristics of children with learning disabilities, no
single educational intervention method will work for all of them. Unfortunately, this
divergent group may be assigned the usual services for children with learning disabilities,
such as the full inclusion model or special delivery service model. Many writers trace LD
variability to the existence of a number of homogeneous subtypes of children with learning
disabilities, each requiring subgroup specialized services to meet their unique educational
needs (Lyon & Flynn, 1991; Lyon, Moats & Flynn, 1988; Lyon & Risucci, 1988).
Due to these multiple sources of dissatisfaction, researchers have even questioned
continued use o f the learning disabilities category (Ysseldykc & Algozzine, 1983). Yet, it
cannot be questioned that a group of students exist who need specialized assistance due to
extremely low achievement. Recently, several writers have proposed that students with
learning disabilities can be discriminated from other low achievers (Kavalc, Fuchs, &
Scruggs, 1994). Some of the dissatisfaction with the LD category may be a function of
diagnostic and classification procedures that do not account for divergent subtypes.
Recognition of these groups would enhance the generalizability and replicability of
research (Kavalc & Fomess, 1987), and allow for more precise assignment of teaching
methods (Lyon, Moats & Flynn, 1988). Researchers typically report results across types
o f students with LD, and the variability among LD students makes it difficult to match
characteristics with interventions (Lyon & Risucci, 1988). The next section deals with LD
subtyping in more detail.
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Learning Disability Subtypes
The researchers' goal in LD subtyping is to obtain more homogeneous,
instructionally-relevant groupings. It may be best to think of LD as existing along a
continuum ranging from mild to severe and differing in both the number and types of
specifically manifested learning problems (Kavalc & Fomess, 1987). Several researchers
have produced evidence that samples of children with learning disabilities can reliably be
divided into homogeneous groups; this line of endeavor is usually referred to as LD
subtyping research (Hooper & Willis, 1989).
LD subtypes may represent useful clinical groups. For example, Satz and Morris
(1981), concluded that the profiles of children with learning disabilities cannot be thought
o f as being caused by a unitary language deficit model, as many children display visual
perception and motor deficits. Satz and Morris concluded that it is possible to identify
distinctive groups of children who share a number of common attributes which are yet
unique from other clusters or subtypes. Educators should not ignore subtypes of children
with learning disabilities, as it may subject them to "inappropriate methods of remediation"
(Satz & Morris, 1981, p. 135).
Longitudinal research in LD subtyping will advance knowledge of specific
cognitive, linguistic, and academic abilities of students labeled learning disabled (Lyon,
1987). Learning disability subtyping research may aid in answering two questions posed
by Lyon and Risucci (1988, p. 51): (a) "Do different patterns of information processing or
behavioral characteristics influence the acquisition of real language, reading, written
language and mathematics skills?" and (b) "Do relationships exist between subtype
membership characteristics and response to particular teaching approaches or specific
interventions?" The answers to these two questions will add to the precision diagnosis of
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and intervention in learning disabilities. It will also assist in planning, implementing, and
evaluating programs to meet the educational needs of children with learning disabilities.
There is a substantial body of evidence pointing out that more than one type of LD
exists. Intuitively then, the difference between these subtypes should be addressed in the
educational milieu of classrooms where teachers arc responsible for creating learning
environments that meet the needs of individual children.
Commonly Found Subtypes
The variables measured and the researchers' theoretical orientation often affect the
exact subtypes identified. In addition, researchers often apply different labels because
standards for subtyping have yet to be established. However, a careful reading of this
research reveals many similarities between the variously-named subtypes. This
information is outlined briefly below and organized in more detail in Chapter Two.
There arc four subtypes of learning disabilities commonly found in school children.
I obtained the four subtypes from a variety of sources, and in doing so, found that
researchers sometimes used different terms for the same subtype. However, only one
researcher of a particular subtype is referenced here, although, there may have been
several studies done in this area. The four LD subtypes arc: (a) a language or linguistic
functioning disorder typically including reading, language development, and auditoryverbal memory problems (Petrauskas & Rourkc, 1979), (b) a global or "all modalities"
disorder (Rourkc & Del Dotto, 1992), (c) a non-learning disabled subtype or production
deficits subtype (c.f., Weller & Strawser, 1987), and (d) a nonverbal learning disorder
(Myklebust, 1975).
Linguistic Functioning Disorder. Children with a linguistic functioning disorder
(language disordered subtype) exhibit poor reading, auditory-verbal memory and other
language development problems, but demonstrate well-developed visual-spatial,
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psychomotor, and nonverbal problem-solving abilities. Perhaps often seen as "typical" in a
child with learning disabilities, this is usually the largest subtype and can represent up to
39% o f the study sample (Lyon, 1985; Lyon & Watson, 1981; Mattis, French, & Rapin,
1975; Satz & Morris, 1981).
Global or Mixed Deficit Disorder. The global, "all modalities," or mixed deficit
disordered group display problems in some visual-spatial areas, especially writing, and in
some language and reading areas, but not to the extent of any of the other three LD
subtypes separately. Students with this disorder display poor task orientation. About
11% o f children with learning disabilities exhibit this subtype (Satz & Morris, 1981).
Non-learning Disabled. The third subtype represents a small percentage of
children who perform normally on measures within a neuropsychological battery, but do
exhibit difficulties in learning. Students fitting this description may not have a "true"
learning disability, in the sense that it is not caused by a neurological disorder, but students
with this subtype may demonstrate motivational, attitudinal or emotional problems
(McKinney, 1984). Estimates of the prevalence of this unexpected subtype ran from 11 to
16% o f children with learning disabilities (Lyon & Watson, 1981; Satz & Morris, 1981).
Nonverbal Learning Disorder. The visual-spatial disordered child exhibits what
Myklcbust (1975) called the "nonverbal learning disorder" (NLD). Eleven to 26% of
children with learning disabilities manifest this profile. Nonverbal learning disorder, or
right-hemisphere learning disability, manifests itself in diverse ways. These children may
exhibit deficiencies in visual-spatial-organizational development, tactile-perceptual skills,
and problem-solving. They also tend to exhibit poor math and social skill development
but they can possess well-developed verbal skills (Lyon & Watson, 1981; McKinney,
Short, & Fcagans, 1985; Rourkc & Finlayson, 1978; Satz & Morris, 1981).

The nonverbal learning disorder is the most divergent and complex of the four LD
subtypes, probably contributing most to the aforementioned heterogeneity of the LD
categoty. This type of student can read, spell and possess average verbal skills whereas
most other children with learning disabilities have difficulty in all three areas. These
students probably have the most distinctive educational needs (Hamadek & Rourkc,
1994). For example, they often go unrecognized and their needs go unmet (Dcnckla,
1991; Voellcr, 1991). The following section examines NLD in more depth.
Nonverbal Learning Disabilities
Myklebust (1975) coined the term nonverbal learning disability to describe several
children who manifested problems with spatial conceptualization, self-concept, math skills,
motor behavior, social skills and perception. Myklcbust's data consisted of several case
studies resulting from his work with these children. Since Myklcbust's work was
published, considerable information has accrued regarding characteristics of the NLD
subtype.
Definition and Characteristics of the Nonverbal Learning Disordered Child
Definition.

The principal clinical manifestations of the nonverbal learning

disabilities (NLD) syndrome are described as follows by Hamadek and Rourke (1994, p.
145-146):
(a) bilateral tactile-perceptual deficits, but usually more marked on the left
side of the body; (b) bilateral psychomotor coordination deficiencies, more marked
on the left side of the body; (c) extreme deficiencies in visual-spatial-organizational
abilities; (d) marked deficits in nonverbal problem-solving, concept-formation,
hypothesis-testing, and the capacity to benefit from positive and negative
informational feedback in novel or otherwise complex situations. Included are
significant difficulties in dealing with cause-effect relationships and marked
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deficiencies in the appreciation of incongruities (c.g., age-appropriate sensitivity to
humor); (c) very well developed rote verbal capacities, including extremely well
developed rote verbal memory skills; (f) extreme difficulty in adapting to novel and
otherwise complex situations, with an over-reliance on prosaic, rote (and, in
consequence, inappropriate behaviors) in such situations; (g) outstanding relative
deficiencies in mechanical arithmetic; (h) much verbosity of a repetitive,
straightforward, rote nature; content disorders of language, characterized by very
poor psycholinguistic pragmatics (c.g., "cocktail party" speech); misspellings
almost exclusively of the phonetically accurate variety; little or no speech prosody;
reliance upon language as a principal means for social relating, information
gathering, and relief from anxiety; and, (i) significant deficits in social perception,
social judgment, and social interaction skills.
Nonverbal learning disabled individuals may be socially withdrawn, perhaps becoming
isolated. Such children arc very much at risk for the development of socioemotional
disturbances, especially internalized forms of psychopathology.
Additional Characteristics. Other researchers found that children with NLD were
at risk for depression (Brumback & Staton, 1982; Ross, 1981; Weintraub & Mesulam,
1983) and frequently evidenced suicidal ideation (Fletcher, 1989; Rourke, Young, &
Lecnaars, 1989). Clinical manifestations based on right-hemisphere dysfunction are, for
the most part, observable and measurable. This is especially true when observing children
who manifest neurological "soft signs" such as clumsiness and poor hand grip in a clinical
setting (Dcnckla, 1978, 1991).
Biological Explanation for the Nonverbal Learning Disorder
Three research teams hypothesized the role of the brain’s right hemisphere in the
learning disordered individual. Gray matter consists primarily of nerves and non
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myelinated fibers whereas white matter consists primarily of myelinated fibers. The white
matter's myelinated fibers allow access across both hemispheres whereas the gray matter's
non-myclinated fibers arc primarily useful in more regional sequential analytic thought
processes (Gur ct al., 1980). Gur ct al. determined that the ratio of gray matter to white
matter is greater in the left hemisphere than in the right.
Goldberg and Costa (1981) stated that the right hemisphere has greater ability to
perform intcrmodal integration and to process novel stimuli while the left hemisphere is
more capable of intraregional integration. There is a higher ratio of white-to-gray matter
in the right hemisphere compared to the left hemisphere. The right hemisphere has greater
ability to process many modes of representation within a single cognitive task, such as:
problem-solving, concept-formation, hypothesis testing, and the appreciation of
informational feedback (Casey, Rourke, & Picard, 1991). The left hemisphere is superior
in tasks that require fixation upon a single mode of representation, such as: handling
descriptive systems (natural language) that have already been learned, as well as sequential
processing (Rourke, 1987).
Rourke (1982) stated that NLD children do well in decoding and spelling, which
may be indicative of well-developed, routinized left-hemisphere functions. He (1987) also
stated that many NLD children exhibit arithmetic disorders, especially those arithmetic
disorders presumed to be under the control of the right-hemisphere:
(a) The more white matter dysfunction, the more likely it is that NLD syndrome
will be in evidence, (b) Which white matter is dysfunctional at what stage of
development will indicate severity of the NLD syndrome, (c) Right-hemisphere
white matter is crucial for the development and maintenance of its performance.
(d) Left-hemisphere white matter is essential for the development of its specific
performance, but it is not needed for its maintenance (p.215).
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Rourkc hypothesized that destruction of white matter in the right-hemisphere is key to the
development of NLD. He felt that the child's developmental stage and the extent to
which the right hemisphere is damaged affects the severity of NLD.
Other researchers observing the same behavioral characteristics used the term
right-hemisphere learning disability (Dcnckla, 1977, 1978, 1991, 1993; Grace & Malloy,
1992; Semrud-Clikcman & Hynd, 1990; Tranel, Hall, Olson, & Trancl, 1987; Weintraub
& Mesulam, 1983). In describing similar behavioral characteristics, Voellcr (1991) used
the term, "socio-cmotional learning disorder" (p.735).
Researchers reported that all three disorders are the product of dysfunction within
the right-hemisphere. In his work on NLD, Rourke considered affected children, and
particularly adults, to be at high risk for depression and suicide. Nonverbal learning
disabled adults may experience both vocational and social failures, even when they are
academically successful. Many NLD students arc not necessarily academic
underachievers, except in the areas of mathematics. However, they tend to generate
within themselves and others expectations for vocational and social achievement they
cannot fulfill. Affected adults often fail at independent living, owing to social skills
ineptitude. This may occur even in jobs less demanding than those for which their
education would appear to qualify them. It is a social and emotional component o f the
NLD syndrome, rather than the mathematical learning disability, that leads to failure,
depression and risk for suicide (Dcnckla, 1993).
Educational Implications of NLD. The student with nonverbal learning disability is
in need o f intervention strategies and teaching processes that arc different from those for a
child with more linguistically-based LD characteristics. A wide range of learning problems
arc reportedly experienced by children who exhibit deficits in arithmetic, demonstrate
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psychomotor problems, and exhibit problems in interpersonal skill development (Badian,
1983; Dcnckla 1977, 1978, 1993; Nagy & Szatmari, 1986; Wiener, 1980; Wing, 1981).
Educational Interventions for NLD Children. Educational interventions for
children with nonverbal learning disability are important not only to meet their educational
and emotional needs, but also, in some eases, to meet their safety or survival needs.
Nonverbal learning disabled children who get lost or exhibit spatial disorientation may, as
a consequence, avoid venturing forth to explore, and thus, by experiential deprivation, fall
behind their peers in acquiring spatial cognition (Denckla, 1991). Social ridicule is a
common consequence of spatial disorientation. An example might be when a child
frequently becomes lost on school outings, runs in the wrong direction, or scores in the
wrong goal. Children with NLD may have extreme difficulty developing friendships and
pro-social skills. They may frequently become isolates both in the classroom and on the
playground. Children with spatial disorientation may also have trouble with mathematics
and display serious problems in tactile-kinesthetic development. Some demonstrate a
serious deficit in their ability to discriminate objects by touch. Accurate assessment would
assist in meeting the educational and social developmental needs of children with
nonverbal learning disabilities by emphasizing pro-social intervention strategics which are
considered instrumental in helping to develop independence (Dcnckla, 1991).
The patterns of behavior prevalent in children with non-verbal learning disabilities
create fundamental differences related to educational interventions. Not only arc children
with nonverbal learning disabilities prone to bullying and social ostracism, they arc also
prone to depression and suicide (Bigler, 1992; Rourkc, Young & Lcenaars, 1989; Wiener,
1980). These problems have serious ramifications pedologically within a classroom and
vocationally, when adulthood is reached. It is therefore essential to develop different
interventions for children with NLD than for children with linguistically-based learning
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disabilities. Hence, ecological assessment in a classroom will greatly facilitate a
multidisciplinary approach that would, in turn, lead to appropriate educational
interventions for children with NLD, who arc often not identified because they do not
manifest linguistic problems. The education system rnay fail to classify them because
typically, students arc referred for assessment mainly on the basis of reading or writing
difficulties (Foss, 1991).
Nonverbal Learning Disability Research Needs
Overall, however, some writers feel there should be less emphasis on
neuropsychological assessments, which are time-consuming, expensive, and which
frequently erroneously include minority children in special educational programs (Lyon,
Moats, & Flynn, 1988). Also, many assessment instruments arc unreliable and therefore
invalid. In the identification of learning disability, the quality of assessment is often poor
(Shepard, 1983). Ysscldyke and colleagues pointed out the need for technically adequate
testing conducted by highly trained personnel (Ysseldyke, Algozzinc, Regan and Potter,
1980). Many specialists possess limited understanding of normal variability. Many
professionals do not have a very good frame of reference grounded in normal human
development. This frequently results in interpretations of particular behaviors as deviant
when in fact they fall well within the range of individual differences. This may be an
additional factor which contributes to the high number of pupils identified as having
learning disabilities (Keogh, 1988).
The development of a reliable and valid screening instrument for classroom use
would assist in differentiating children with nonverbal learning disabilities from those with
learning disabilities. This would allow teachers to screen for further diagnosis, and to
develop, implement, and evaluate programs to better meet the needs of all their students.
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Teachers need to initiate the process of discriminating children with NLD from
other children with LD in order to address each child's unique educational needs. It is
naive to assume that one remedial program or procedure will work for all children, hence,
teachers would be wise to develop a realistic remedial program with built-in flexibility
depending on the child's characteristics. Such programs would reflect assessment data and
treatment options within the confines of available research on testing and test-treatment
linkages (Lyon, Moats, & Flynn, 1988). The foregoing arguments justify the need for
development o f a reliable and valid instrument to screen for children with NLD within
classroom environments.
Not all researchers agree on the characteristics of NLD; the research spelled out in
this dissertation will clarify which characteristics are seen by teachers as being noticeable
and having educational significance. Teachers arc responsible for identifying NLD in
children in order to develop individually useful curriculum and methods. In other words, it
is necessary to determine whether the characteristics of NLD are noticeable within the
learning environment. No such instrumentation currently exists for NLD, and the
preceding points illustrate the need for a screening instrument designed for initiating
referrals for children suspected of being nonverbally learning disabled.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to determine the validity and reliability of a nonverbal
learning disabilities evaluation scale using an instrument intended to screen for nonverbal
learning disabilities in classroom settings. Many scholars currently believe that learning
disabilities consist of at least four distinct subtypes, each with its own set o f characteristics
and unique educational needs. One subgroup, least similar to the majority of other
learning disabled students, shows marked deficits in mathematics and social cognition,
rather than reading. This group, termed nonverbal learning disabled by Myklcbust (1975),
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is poorly served and often may not receive any services at all. Some of these youngsters
may receive services in programs designed for students with emotional disturbance.
The secondary purpose of this study is to determine whether classroom teachers
can identify the characteristics of a nonverbal learning disordered child from other learning
disabled children and non-LD children using a checklist based on relevant characteristics
research. To this end, and based on an extensive literature review, a screening instrument
with a scale of behaviors to be filled out by teachers was developed. When analyzed, the
scale may aid in identifying children with NLD. The translation of research-based
characteristics into a screening instrument—which can be employed in classrooms— is an
important step in the delivery of appropriate services to students with NLD.
A reliable and valid screening instrument that can effectively discriminate children
with NLD from other children with LD would assist in the development of effective
educational programs. Educators could initiate the process of identifying NLD based, at
least in part, on ecological (classroom) data; this, in turn, may allow for the development
o f more appropriate and effective programming (Hooper & Willis, 1989).
In order to develop systematic and reliable linkages between assessment and
treatment, some writers believe that educators should construct a more diverse
educational approach for children with LD (Lyon, Moats & Flynn, 1988). This is
especially true for NLD and its secondary symptoms, which requires specific interventions.
These interventions may include stress management, social skills training, psychotherapy,
and if need be, antidepressant therapy by medication (Bigler, 1990; Brumback & Staton,
1982; Hamadck & Rourkc, 1994; Rourkc, 1989; Tcmcs, Woody, & Livingston, 1986).
Research Questions
I based the use of the nonverbal learning disabilities evaluation scale (NLDE scale)
on the assumption that there is evidence within a classroom milieu that the child with NLD
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appears different enough to teachers that they can screen for the disorder through the use
o f a checklist. The checklist's development was based on an extensive review of literature.
The validation of the nonverbal learning disabilities evaluation scale is designed to answer
the following questions:
1.

Can a statistically reliable and valid screening instrument for use in classrooms be

developed based on extant research?
This leads to the following sub-questions:
a.

Are there mean differences between LD, NLD, and other students on (1)
the overall scale items or on individual scale items?

b.

Given two groups of learning disabled students identified a priori using
clinically derived test scores (NLD v. LD, but excluding non-LD), docs
the screening instrument produce a discriminant solution which
significantly discriminates between LD children with verbal disabilities
versus NLD youngsters and those without learning disabilities?

c.

Which items from the screening instrument contribute most to a
significant discriminant solution?

d.

What percentage of a priori defined cases can be correctly sorted using
the best discriminative solution?
Null Hypotheses

1.

There is no significant difference, as measured by an ANOVA, between
children with NLD and children without LD as evaluated by the regular
classroom teacher and as measured by the proposed nonverbal learning
disability evaluation scale.

2.

The discriminant function for the three groups (NLD, LD, and non-LD) on
the scale is non significant.
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3.

Nonverbal learning disability, LD, and non-LD groups cannot be accurately
sorted via the proposed nonverbal learning disability evaluation scale.
Delimitations of the Study
The following delimitation is pertinent to this study: Since the researcher gathered

data only in the state of North Dakota, the results may not be gencralizable to larger
urban and rural jurisdictions. Also, since students were screened prior to use of the
instrument by teacher informants, these participants may have been alerted to the issues
involved in recognizing NLD. In this case, the validity of the NLD screening scale may be
slightly overestimated in part.
Definition of Terms
The following definitions apply to this study:
Coefficient Alpha: This term refers to the average o f all possible split-half
combinations. Coefficient alpha is the ratio of the summed variance of individual test
items and variance of the total test score, and reflects the degree to which items within
scales are inter-related (Cronbach, 1951).
Correlation: This term refers to "the degree of relationship between two or more
variables" (Salvia & Ysscldykc, 1991, p. 651).
Correlation Coefficient: The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient is a
numerical index of the relationship between two or more measured variables. A
correlation coefficient has possible values from -1.00 to + 1.00. (Salvia & Ysscldykc,
1991).
Dvscalculia: poor math achievement (Badian, 1983).
Ecological: This term pertains to natural environments, cither physical,
psychological, or social, occupied by a given child.
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Non-LD Children: This term is used with reference to children who were
considered average within a classroom milieu and receiving no special education or
spccch/language services.
Reliability: This concerns the extent to which measures arc consistent and
repeatable. A highly reliable measure is one that docs not fluctuate greatly because of
random error (Zeller & Carmines, 1980).
Spatial orientation: "This term refers to a set of representations of extrapcrsonal
space that includes transformation, rotation and displacement" (Denckla, 1991, p. 719).
Specific learning disability: For the purpose of this dissertation, the generic
definition of learning disabilities proposed by the Federal Register will be used:
"This term refers to a disorder in one or more of the basic psychological processes
involved in understanding or in using language, spoken or written, which may
manifest itself in an imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or to
do mathematical calculations. The term includes such conditions as perceptual
disabilities, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia, and developmental
aphasia. The term does not include children who have learning problems that arc
primarily the result of visual, hearing, or motor disabilities, of mental retardation,
o f emotional disturbance, or of environmental, cultural or economic disadvantage"
(Federal Register, 1977, pp. 62082-62085).
Validity: This term concerns the extent to which a test measures what it is
supposed to measure. Validity also refers to a measure's propensity to behave in a
theoretically or practically useful manner. A serious concern in validity assessment is non
random or systematic error (Zeller & Carmines, 1980).
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Visual perception: Visual perception may be defined as the ability to discriminate
between complex visual stimulus configurations differing in one or another minor
characteristic (Benton, Hamshei, Varney, & Spreen, 1983).
Test Name Abbreviations and Name of Test:
Note that many tests are referenced in this dissertation. The referenced tests arc
provided below and in the reference section and not elsewhere in the text.
Benton Visual Retention Test (Benton, 1955)
Grey Oral Reading Tests (Gray, 1967)
Key Math-R - Key Math Arithmetic Test-Revised (Connolly, 1988)
MMPI - Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (Hathaway & McKinley,
1967)
Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery-Children's Revision (Golden, 1987)
PIAT - Peabody Individual Achievement Test (Dunn & Markcadt, 1970)
PIC - Personality Inventory for Children (Wirt ct al„ 1977)
PPVT - Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (Dunn, 1961)
Raven's Colored Progressive Matrices (Raven, 1963)
Complex Figure Test (Rcy, 1973)
Stanford-Binct Intelligence Scale, 4th Edition ( Thorndike, Hagan, Sattler, &
Delaney, 1986)
TOMA- Test of Mathematical Ability (Brown & McEntirc, 1984)
Vineland Adaptive Behavior Seale (Sparrow, Balia, & Cicchctti, 1984)
WAIS-(R) - Wechlscr Adult Intelligence Seale - (Revised) (Wcchslcr, 1981)
Western Aphasia Battery (Kertesz, 1980)
WISC-(R) - Wcchslcr Intelligence Scale for Children - (Revised) (Wcchslcr, 1974)
WISC-III -Wechslcr Intelligence Scale for Childrcn-3rd Edition (Wcchsler, 1989)
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Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (Grant, Heaton, & Berg, 1981)
WJB-(R)- Woodcock-Johnson Psychocducational Battery-Revised (Woodcock &
Johnson, 1989).
WPPSI - Wechslcr Preschool and Primary Seale of Intelligence (Wcchsler, 1967)
Wcchsler Memory Test (Wechslcr & Stan, 1945)
WRAT - Wide Range Achievement Test (Jastak & Jastak, 1965)
Summary
Ysseldyke and Algozzine (1983) commented that of students referred for
evaluation, 73% were ultimately placed in special education classes. The issue of proper
identification of LD in children is vital in addressing specific needs of children who
require intervention. Because identification of children requiring special help is expensive
and time-consuming, it behooves us to develop logical and consistent approaches.
Kavale and Fomess (1987) warn against confusion regarding classification (which
is the process of constructing categories, such as nonverbal learning disabilities or
linguistic-based learning disabilities), with diagnosis (the assignment of individuals to
existing categories). The ultimate goal is to generate information on children obtained
through formal testing, observation, and structured interview's of parents or children. This
approach will lead to precision in classification of LD in children and these children will
ultimately have their educational needs better met through custom tailored programs.
The main problem distinguishing children with LD from other low achievers is
developing logical approaches to proper identification, something that has proven difficult
due to methodological and conceptual problems. The second problem with proper
identification is the difficulty discriminating children with LD from others achieving poorly
in school. Ysseldyke, Algozzine, Shinn and MeGue (1982) showed that school-district
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identified children with learning disabilities and underachievement were nearly
indistinguishable.
It is important to caution that burgeoning problems may be created in continuing
to treat children who do not have learning disabilities as if they did. For example, the
undue labeling of children may create low self concept, resulting in learned helplessness
and failure to achieve at levels commensurate with ability. This problem continues to
confound and confuse research and intervention approaches in learning disabilities.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Chapter One dealt with subtypes of learning disabilities, concerns relating to
definitions of the term, and assessment problems. Commonly identified learning disability
subgroups were introduced with emphasis on nonverbal learning disability (NLD). In
Chapter One, a need for better screening and assessment methods to distinguish learning
disabled children from other low achievers was identified. A substantial portion of
identification problems, it was argued, can be traced to the existence of divergent
subgroups within the overarching learning disability (LD) category.
The existence of learning disability (LD) subtypes and measurement issues relating
to classification are of fundamental importance, and for this reason the review of literature
for this study focuses on five major areas involved with classification and measurement of
LD subtypes. Educators need this knowledge to effectively develop educational programs
which afford students with disabilities every opportunity for academic success. The
research program outlined in Chapter Three flows from this research review and is
focused on the validation of a classroom screening instrument for nonverbal learning
disability. Educators need to be aware of LD subtypes and how the subtypes differ; as the
educational needs of affected children differ by subtype (Spreen, 1989). This will be the
primary issue which will be addressed in this literature review.
It is important to note the aptitude-by-treatment interaction (ATI) paradigm,
which at one time formed the basis of much LD research. In the usual ATI paradigm, an
attempt was made to match instructional approaches with particular learning styles or
profiles. Some authors point out that there is little in the research to support this
25
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approach (Fomcss & Kavalc, 1983; Howell, 1986; Lewis, 1983). A newer ATI paradigm
shows promise, however. In this model, behavioral and psychocducational approaches arc
used to analyze academic tasks to determine exact instructional content (Kamphaus &
Reynolds, 1987; Reynolds, 1986). "The neuropsychological strength approach uses
identified learner aptitudes to determine how to teach, rather than what to teach" (Hooper
& Willis, 1989, p. 176). Learning disability subtyping research heralds the notion that LD
is not a syndrome with a single cause, but rather a multifaceted cause, with each subtype
requiring more skilled assessment and subsequent educational intervention procedures.
Chapter Two begins with an introduction and examination of the broad concept of
learning disabilities and identification of children with learning disabilities in North
America. The remainder of Chapter Two contains five sections: (a) introduction to the
concept and identification of learning disabilities, (b) an overview of screening for NLD in
a classroom setting, (d) implications for treatment and intervention strategics, and (e) a
summary.
The second section, LD subtyping research, reviews the history and background of
subtyping research with specific studies illustrating the consistency of certain LD subtypes
generated across a wide range of methodological procedures. This research exemplifies
four major subtypes of LD children: (a) linguistic dysfunction, (b) global disorder, (c)
production deficit disorder, and (d) nonverbal learning disabilities (Hamadek & Rourke,
1994; Weller & Strawser, 1987).
Several well-designed studies arc outlined in more detail with an eye toward
illustrating the existence of an LD subtype termed "nonverbal learning disability" (NLD)
by Myklebust (1975, p. 85). Also presented is a review of the literature and research on
nonverbal so-called right hemisphere learning disabilities.
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The third section of Chapter Two deals with problems relating to NLD evaluation
and the need for an ecological or classroom instrument to screen children with LD from
children with no learning disorder. Data is reviewed regarding the need for a screening
instrument to specifically discriminate children with NLD from other children with LD.
Implications for treatment of NLD arc reviewed, and intervention strategics discussed.
The Definition, Concept, and Identification of Learning Disabilities
Concerns surrounding learning disabilities stem from a diverse historical
background. Many early researchers based their work on adults who exhibited certain
behavioral characteristics and then extended these behaviors to children (Orton, 1937;
Strauss & Kephart, 1955).
Educators used the specific term learning disability in the 1960s to classify a group
o f children who experienced school failure whose cause for failing was not attributable to
other conditions, particularly mental retardation (Kirk, 1963; McKinney, 1988).
Researchers classified this group of children using a variety of terminology, depending
upon the perceived rationale for the underlying conditions. For example, the following
terms have been used: neurological based learning problems (Orton, 1937); dyslexia
(Boder, 1970, 1973); and perceptual disabilities (Strauss & Kephart, 1955). Many
researchers now use behavioral, neurological and perceptual criteria to evaluate LD
(Feagans & Appclbaum, 1986; McKinney & Fcagans, 1984; Spcece, McKinney &
Appclbaum, 1985).
Currently in the United States, the United States Department of Education (1992)
outlines the legal definition of learning disability, based on PL 101-476, the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) of 1990. Legislators passed this law and its
accompanying regulations to ensure that all children and youth with disabilities had the
right to a free, appropriate public education.
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Definition of the term "Learning Disability"
The American federal definition of the term 'learning disability' reads as follows:
"Specific learning disability means a disorder in one or more of the basic
psychological processes involved in understanding or in using language,
spoken or written, that may manifest itself in an imperfect ability to listen,
think, sreak, read, write, spell, or do mathematical calculations. The term
includes such conditions as perceptual disabilities, brain injury, minimal brain
dysfunction, dyslexia, and developmental aphasia. The term does not apply to
children who have learning problems that arc primarily the result of visual,
o f hearing, of motor disabilities, of mental retardation, of emotional disturbance,
or of environmental, cultural, or economic disadvantages."
(U.S. Department of Education, 1992).
Proper identification of children with LD is vital to successfully addressing the
specific needs o f children who require educational intervention. Such identification is
expensive and time consuming; therefore, research towards developing logical and
consistent approaches is vital. To this end, and over the last 25 years, researchers have
tried to generate more homogeneous groupings of children with LD, efforts known as the
LD subtyping movement. There continues to be an increasing awareness that LD, as it is
currently defined, includes a very complex and homogeneous population, which may more
sensibly be divided into useful subgroups (Satz & Morris, 1981).
Problems with the Definition and Concept of LD
At least five difficulties have been identified regarding the federal registry
definition o f learning disabilities. First, the definition includes only children, and does not
address the issue of learning disabled adults. Second, the definition includes expressions
that arc hard to define in a universal manner, such as "basic psychological processes,"
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(and even more difficult to measure). There is no universal definition of statements like
'dyslexia' and 'minimal brain dysfunction.’ Third, educators consider spelling to be a part
o f written expression and it is not considered on its own. Finally, the definition precludes
a concomitant condition such as visual impairment, emotional disturbance, or mental
retardation (Hallahan & Kaufman, 1993). Because of the difficulty operationalizing such
entities as basic psychological processes, regulators turned to the more readily qualifiable
aptitude-achievement discrepancy (Keogh, 1988; McKinney, 1988). This is why the
aptitude-achievement discrepancy appears in federal regulations but not in the definition
(Federal Register, 1977).
One of the most common strategics for identification of specific learning
disabilities is a severe discrepancy between achievement and intellectual ability. Most of
the research on using IQ-achicvement discrepancies to identify children with LD has been
methodological in nature and has utilized the comparison of various formulas and an
assessment o f the effects of different cut-off criteria. For example, a formula developed by
the U.S. Office of Education (1976) suggested the following:

SD = CA (IQ + 0 .1 7) - 2.5
300
SD = severe discrepancy
CA = chronological age
IQ = full scale intelligence quotient

The formula does not address the issues of measurement error, regression to the mean, or
norm group comparability (Kavale, Fomess, & Bender, 1987). After rejection of the
formula, the states received the right to develop their own criteria within broadly stated
federal regulations (Keogh, 1988). None of the available methods for calculating
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discrepancy scores is without serious methodological limitations (McKinney, 1988). Such
methods may different children and different numbers of children under different
circumstances. For example, identification as LD is a function not only of pupil
characteristics but also of the formulae used as well as the specific tests used to derive the
scores that are put into the formulae (Keogh, 1988, p. 233). The presence of an IQachicvcmcnt discrepancy is an index of undcrachicvcmcnt that may or may not be
indicative o f learning disabilities. This discrepancy may also exist due to motivational,
emotional, social, and pedagogical concerns (McKinney, 1988); these latter factors arc
presumably not related to what one might term a "true" learning disability.
Jurisdictions that use intelligence quotient (IQ)-achievemcnt discrepancies as a
basis for LD classification often do not provide the actual guideline describing procedures
for determining the magnitude of the discrepancy, or the degree of discrepancy necessary
to meet the severity criterion (Fletcher et al., 1992). Those states that do use formulas
differ as to specifics. Thus, a child assessed as learning disabled in one state may not be
considered the same in another.
Inconsistency in the number of children with LD from state to state exists
depending upon divergent eligibility criteria. This situation detracts from the credibility of
special education services in the United States and docs not bode well for the future of
educational classification, assessment, and provision of LD services. The issue of the
discrepancy measurement variations has generated a proliferation of children labeled
learning disabled, ranging from an estimated low of 2-4% of the population to over 47%
o f the population in some locales (Keogh, 1988).
The definition of LD is not specific as to the exact cause of the problem; in fact,
the cause of LD in many eases remains unknown. Therefore it is possible that the scope of
children demonstrating an LD label includes students with a very diverse background of
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possible factors including social, motivational, and pedagogical problems. Children who
manifest motivational and social problems rather than a learning disability probably do not
receive the services they truly need and consume resources best reserved for students with
LD.
LD Subtyping Research
Over the last few years, several researchers have tried to identify specific subtypes
o f children with LD who share common attributes. Some children currently identified as
having LD cannot fit this criteria. The wide range of conditions manifested within the LD
rubric motivates the search for LD subtypes.
Background and History
Children and adults diagnosed learning disabled (LD) probably reflect a highly
heterogeneous array of disorders, rather than a single entity. No one would seriously
argue that learning disabilities have a single cause or that they manifest in only one way
(Torgeson, 1991). Several researchers identified and conceptualized the full range of
disorders (low academic achievement, social, and behavioral problems) covered under the
general LD label (Fletcher & Morris, 1986; McKinney, 1984).
Using samples of students currently classified LD, researchers have consistently
identified at least three groups more homogeneous than the overarching LD category
(McKinney, 1984; Satz & Morris, 1981). One subtype evidenced deficient verbal abilities,
another demonstrated poor verbal conceptual abilities, and the last subtype manifested
bclow-average performance on all neuropsychological measures.
Some school children classified as learning disabled arc not demonstrably different
from other learning-challenged children. One of the frustrations in the field of learning
disability is the lack of clear differentiation between learning disabilities and other
conditions such as mild mental retardation, mild emotional disturbance, or general
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underachievcmcnt. Many authors have stated that it is difficult to distinguish between
individuals with learning disabilities and those who are merely underachieving (Keogh,
1988). Interestingly, a general underachieving type with no perceptual, motor, memory or
neurological deficits often appears in LD subtyping studies (Lyon & Watson, 1981;
Petrauskas & Rourke, 1979; Satz & Morris, 1981). This could be why the LD group
overlaps so noticeably with other non-labclcd groups (Hooper & Willis, 1989). The use
o f clearly defined research samples, theoretical constructs and appropriate statistical
procedures will help to derive useful and significant groups in LD research.
Review o f Methods for LD Subtvping
Early researchers devised several methods or systems for classifying children with
LD. These included classification by etiology and neurology (Orton, 1937; Strauss &
Kephart, 1955), degree of maturational lag (Bender, 1958), and by ability profiles based
on the Wechslcr Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) (Bannatyne, 1968; Feagans &
Appclbaum, 1986; Vance, Wallbrown, & Blaha, 1978). The use of these models, which
presume that LD is a singly-caused phenomenon, docs not resolve the issue of the
heterogeneous nature of LD and educators must develop new models to account for the
complexity of grouping children with LD (Applcbee, 1971). Following is a discussion of
two classification systems frequently employed in research: clinical-infer'*- jal and
multivariate.
Clinical-Inferential Classification Technique. Clinical-inferential model advocates
attempt to group individuals into homogeneous clusters by identifying similarities in their
performance profiles. In clinical-inferential models of subtype derivation, individuals are
grouped into homogeneous clusters by identification of similarities in performance
profiles. These methods are largely post hoc models whereby investigators use measures
of achievement and cognition as the basis for group separation (Hooper & Willis, 1989).
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Clinicians make a priori decisions for groups based on results from measures of
achievement and cognition. For example, Kinsboumc and Warrington (1963b), who
conducted the first clinical-inferential subtyping research, placed 13 students with LD into
one o f two groups: The first group represented 46% of the sample, and included students
with appropriate visual-perception, but who demonstrated weak language skills. This
group consisted o f students with VIQ < PIQ (Verbal intelligence quotient is less than
Performance intelligence quotient) by at least 20 points. The second group represented
54% o f the sample, and depicted those with the opposite pattern. This group consisted of
students whose VIQ > PIQ by at least 20 points. The investigators gave both groups of
i

students a series of language, arithmetic, construction, writing, right-left orientation, and
finger differentiation and order tasks. Their findings allowed both groups to be easily
separated into two groups, which were then labeled: Developmental Gerstmann syndrome
and language disordered (Gerstmann, 1940).
Individuals with Developmental Gerstmann syndrome exhibit poor performance on
tests of finger order and differentiation, difficulty in right-left orientation, problems in
construction tasks, problems in mechanical arithmetic, and poor handwriting. For a
person with Gerstmann syndrome, drawing objects in two dimensions is difficult, but
drawing in three dimensions is extremely difficult. Likewise, an individual with
Developmental Gerstmann syndrome may do poorly in mechanical arithmetic, and simple
calculations may only be done at a rote memory level. Column placement in both addition
and multiplication problems may be difficult. Writing is usually difficult to read and letter
formation is poor, while sentences may be structured simply (subject-verb-object). Simple
vocabulary may be used and spelling may frequently be phonetic in nature; for example,
vat for yacht, (elaphone for telephone (Benson & Gcschwind, 1970). Researchers believe
that the cause o f Developmental Gerstmann syndrome in adults is a dysfunctional
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dominant parietal lobe, but in children, researchers suggest a biparictal dysfunction
(Benson & Gcschwind, 1970; PeBenito, Fisch, & Fisch, 1988).
Language disturbances arc frequent in adults with Gerstmann syndrome (Pock &
Orgass, 1966). This is not so in the developmental variety (Benson & Gcschwind, 1970;
Kinsboume & Warrington, 1963b). Developmental Gerstmann syndrome may occur in
children with brain abnormalities (Benson & Gcschwind, 1970); it also occurs in otherwise
normal children (Benson & Gcschwind, 1970; Kinsboume & Warrington, 1963b). In
these studies, researchers gave no satisfactory explanation for why this syndrome occurs in
children who appear normal. This may be due to delayed cerebral maturation or focal
cerebral maldevclopmcnt or dysfunction (PeBenito, Fisch & Fisch, 1988, p. 981).
Other well-known clinical-infcrcntial studies based on achievement include those
o f Boder (1970, 1973); Mattis, French, and Rapin (1975); and Badian (1983). Bodcr
(1970, 1973) hypothesized three groups: a dysphonetic group (63% of her study sample),
a dyscidctic group (9%) with visual-perceptual problems in reading, and a mixed group of
retarded readers (21 %). Bodcr used spelling as an indicator of three distinctive atypical
patterns of reading and spelling among children with dyslexia. Dysphonetic children had
deficits in letter-sound integration and in the ability to develop phonetic skills. Dyseidctic
group members displayed an inability to perceive whole words and tended to read
phonetically. Bodcr's last group, the mixed dysphonetic-dyseidetic children, was deficient
both in developing phonetic skills and in perceiving whole words.
Mattis, French, and Rapin (1975) divided 113 LD students into three LD groups:
brain-damaged readers (N=31), brain-damaged non-readers (N= 53). and non-braindamaged non-readers (N= 29) based on their results on the Wide Range Achievement Test
(WRAT) and a battery of neuropsychological tests. They developed quantitative criteria
prior to the results in order to have specific criteria for each dyslexia syndrome.
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The largest subtype was the language disordered group, (38%). This subtype
exhibited problems with word retrieval, comprehension, and imitative speech (short-term
auditory memory). The second largest subtype (36%) exhibited articulatory and
graphomotor dyscoordination, and defined a group of children who demonstrated
articulation deficiencies, but no language or visual-spatial problems. The final subtype
included children who demonstrated significant visual-spatial performance impairment
(16%). These children exhibited relatively poor left-hand coordination, but adequate
language skills. As measured by the Wechsler Seales, these children also demonstrated
significantly higher verbal than performance IQs. In all, 90% of the children were
classifiable in this study.
Badian (1983), in a rare study of arithmetic-disordered children, hypothesized four
subtypes of developmental dyscalculia (poor math achievement) based on the model
proposed by Hecaen (1962): alexia (inability to read numerals 1-10) and agraphia (inability
to write numerals 1-10) (neither alexia nor agraphia was found in this study): spatial
dyscalculia (difficulty placing numbers in order; that is, the numerals arc written
backwards) (24%); anarithmetic (problems in mechanical arithmetic procedures; that is,
unable to do simple addition and subtraction) (14%); and attentional-sequcntial dyscalculia
(42%).
Badian analyzed the arithmetic errors of 50 dyscalculic children in Grades 2
through 9. He did not identify alcxic and agraphic students. Many of the children, rather,
exhibited spatial dyscalculia. Costa (1975) proposed the existence of a right-hemisphere
dependent visual-spatial component in digit backward problems. Badian obtained some
children who exhibited anarithmetria. Badian hypothesized a fourth subtype, attentionalsequcntial dyscalculia. Children with this problem exhibit some addition and subtraction
problems, omit figures in a column of numbers, have difficulty learning and remembering
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multiplication tables, and frequently undertake the wrong process. In one study, children
with arithmetic problems were also shown to be at risk for impulsivity and anti-social
behavior (Badian & Ghublikian, 1983).
Some of the major problems with the clinical-inferential studies were frequently
inconsistent findings; results were not frequently replicated. Most research teams used
pre-selected clinical samples that may have led to biased interpretations. The clinical
inferential method relies on a priori criteria and the matching of children across multiple
measures (McKinney, 1984). Therefore, researchers usually employed visual inspection of
data to arrive at findings rather than using a statistical procedure. Satz and Morris (1981)
stated that clinical-inferential studies did not include appropriate comparisons of normal
readers to determine whether defined groups arc idiosyncratic to the students selected for
evaluation only, or have wider significance. The clinical-inferential researchers had not
used control groups of normal readers and arc notoriously shy of internal and external
validity information. No mention of age, sex, race, or IQ is offered in many studies
(McKinney, 1988; Hooper & Willis, 1989). This is a severe shortcoming because
educators must acknowledge developmental considerations such as age when dealing with
young children. Sex, race, IQ, and socio-economic status (SES) are all achievement
factors that influence general academic development of children. Researchers should
control, or at least measure, these factors when matching students in their studies.
With the use of advanced, computerized statistical techniques, many problems
inherent in clinical-inferential models can currently be eliminated by empirical classification
techniques (c.g., Q-type factor analysis and cluster analysis). In such techniques, subjects
arc grouped statistically on the basis of profile similarities; because of this, fewer a priori
assumptions arc required. The use of these techniques not only generates classification
schemes, but also contributes to the validation of the resulting classification model
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(Hooper & Willis, 1989). Validation of LD subtypes frequently compares differences
between groups using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and testing for the significance of
these differences by using measures such as Tukey's Test of Significance. Since a purpose
o f cluster analysis is to minimize within-clustcr variability and maximize betwccn-cluster
differences, then testing of differences through tests of significance on these clusters is
superfluous and should be avoided (Spcccc, 1990). These approaches use statistical
clustering or sorting algorithms to group large numbers of subjects using data generated
from a battery of tests. These multivariate techniques are not based on probabilistic
models, and arc more accurately thought of as descriptive (McKinney, 1988). A review of
the application of multivariate procedures to the problem of LD subtyping appears below.
Multivariate Classification Techniques. Using multivariate procedures, researchers
partition subjects into relatively homogeneous subtypes, based on multidimensional
structure inherent in the data, rather than on a priori clinical criteria (Satz & Morris,
1981). For example, in a typical empirical sorting study, a group of LD students receive a
wide-ranging battery of tests, for example, ncurocognitivc, achievement, intelligence, and
spatial. Researchers calculate a correlation matrix based on observed scores. The
resulting matrix is subjected to a multivariate statistical procedure, such as factor analysis
or cluster analysis, in an attempt to detect latent patterns and structures. Desired
structures would, in essence, consist of groups of students with similar characteristics. If
the original, larger group of subjects were students with LD, the resulting structures
would then be interpreted as subtypes. The two major types of multivariate classification
techniques arc Q-type factor analysis and cluster analysis.
Factor Analysis. Factor analysis is a statistical technique that may be applied to a
number of variables. Using factor analysis, the researcher analyzes which variables in a
data set arc mathematically related to one another; these relationships arc called factors.
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In this way, structure is revealed and many variables may be reducible to few factors.
There arc two broad types of factor analysis, two of which arc R and Q types. In the R
solution, correlates are computed for variables across subjects. R solutions reveal
intercorrclations among observed variables. In the Q technique, the correlations arc
computed instead between subjects across variables. Q solutions reveal intercorrclations
among subjects. (Tabachnick & Fidcll, 1983).
Q-Type factor analysis. Q factor analysis involves the factor analysis of
correlations between subjects, not between variables (often subtests), as is typical in the
R-type factor analytic studies (Fletcher & Satz, 1985). Hence, using Q factor analysis,
researchers can calculate the degree of similarity in the profile patterns in members of a
target population. Q factor analyses arc conducted by inverting the matrix such that
subjects become columns; next the standard factor analytic program is run. However,
since subjects arc treated as variables (columns), the resulting factors consist of statistical
relationships between subjects.
Porter and Rourke (1985) employed Q factor analysis to determine LD subtypes
based on behavioral and personality measures. The researchers studied 100 children
between the ages of 6.5 and 15.3 years who had been referred for neuropsychological
assessment because o f apparent learning or "perceptual" problems. Q-factor analysis was
used to analyze the clinical scales of the Personality Inventory for Children (PIC). Results
o f the Q-factor analysis revealed four basic subtype patterns. The first subtype pattern
included well-adjusted children (44% of the sample studied) who evidenced no more
personality problems than did their normally achieving peers. The second subtype pattern,
nonverbal learning disabled, included children with a serious internalizing disorder (26% of
the sample studied) marked by such dimensions as depression, withdrawal, and anxiety.
The third subtype pattern included children who exhibited somatic concerns (13%) and
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displayed anxiety symptomology such as fainting spells, headaches, sustained fatigue, and
gastrointestinal discomfort. Children in the last subtype, called conduct disordered (17%),
exhibited aggressive tendencies, disobedience, disruptive behaviors, temper tantrums, and
destruction of property. These children exhibited the same profile found in research
conducted by Breen and Barkley (1984), who studied hyperactive children.
Dochring and Hoshko (1977) questioned the accuracy of Q-type factor analysis in
that researchers did not use a comparison group of normal readers to see if identified
subtypes were idiosyncratic to the experimental group of children. Petrauskas and Rourkc
(1979) pooled good and poor readers prior to analysis. This procedure allowed them to
use discriminant function analysis and factor analysis, to determine if their groups were a
representative sample of children across the achievement distribution. Dochring and
Hoshko (1977) used flawed statistical procedures accredited to Satz & Morris (1981).
Once Dochring and Hoschko had identified three subgroups3/*all representing language
disorders3/ ^ would have been beneficial for them to test for differences between the
derived groups on each neuropsychological measure. Q-type factor analysis lacks the
advantages inherent in other techniques (c.g. cluster analysis), that are able to utilize
distance functions and w'erc created for the purpose of classification (Satz & Morris,
1981).
Cluster Analysis. Cluster analysis is used to divide heterogeneous samples of
entities, usually subjects, into more homogeneous groups ( Blashfield & Aldenderfer,
1978; Spcecc, 1990). Hence, the researcher must carefully develop and arrange subjects,
variables, criteria for similarity, cluster methods, number of clusters, and isolation
procedures (Spcecc, 1990).
A typical example of this approach would be to use a series of scores from reading,
spelling, and arithmetic tests and subject these scores to average-linkage hierarchical
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agglomcrativc clustering. In average linkage, the distance between two clusters is the
average distance between pairs of observations, one in each cluster (Tabachnick & Fidell,
1983). Hierarchical agglomcrativc techniques work by combining pairs of observations in
non-overlapping clusters on the basis of their profile similarity, beginning with a set of
clusters equal to the number of subjects and recomputing successive combinations of
subjects into cluster solutions (Fletcher & Satz, 1985).
In other words, each subject begins as a cluster. The two closest clusters are
merged to form a new cluster that replaces the two old clusters. Merging of the two
closest clusters is repeated until only one cluster remains. DeLuca, Adams & Rourkc
(1991) stated that the clustering process is continued until no entities change cluster
membership, or until a pre-determined number of passes are completed (p. 51). The
various cluster methods differ only in how the distance between the two clusters is
computed (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1983).
Researchers who used different clustering solutions followed up with an iterative
partitioning process (successive partitioning method) in which subjects were reassigned to
alternative clusters to determine whether the assigned subtype was the most appropriate
classification for each subject. From these analyses, a series of clusters began to emerge
(Fletcher & Satz, 1985). Cluster analy sis seems to fit the subtyping research well.
In a typical cluster analytic study, Satz and Morris (1981) clustered data from 236
Grade 5 boys in two different analyses. In the first approach, data were subdivided into
nine clusters; the researchers deemed two of the clusters to be the most important because
they contained members with significantly low scores on the reading and spelling tests in
the presence of above-average intelligence, a typical configuration for students with
learning disabilities. These two clusters were further clustered into four subtypes: global
language impairment and specific language impairment were considered as one language-
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based subtype. The three other subtypes were made up of subjects exhibiting mixed
global language and perceptual impairment; visual and perceptual-motor impairment; and
no neuropsychological impairment.
In order to validate the clusters, Satz & Morris (1981) employed procedures that
confirmed these subtypes utilizing data that was not used in the initial clustering; such as,
WRAT scores, SES, and parent reading scores. Group differences were determined using
MANOVA procedures. Betwccn-subtype differences on the new variables existed. They
concluded that the subtypes consist of distinctive clusters of children who share some
common attributes and that these subtypes arc unique when compared with various
external criteria.
Researchers prefer—and thus more often employ—cluster analytic methods, rather
than the Q-factor method of multivariate analysis (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1983). Cluster
analytic methods arc not built upon a clearly articulated, generally-accepted statistical
foundation and may best be considered heuristic; that is, it is a problem-solving technique
in which the most appropriate solution is selected at successive stages of a program for
use in ;

rt step of the program. The main concerns relating to cluster analysis are that

it is time consuming, very expensive, and requires a high degree of proficiency to create
the clusters. The cluster analytic techniques determine LD subtypes well; however, the
application of these techniques places investigators in the position of making many
decisions throughout the classification process. The decisions are essential so that
erroneous combinations will not occur in the delineation of the LD subtypes (DeLuca,
Adams, & Rourkc, 1991).
Review of Subtyping Research
The four major subtypes found by Satz and Morris (1981) arc similar to models
proposed by Weller and Strausscr (1987) as well as Rourkc and Del Dotto (1992). The
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amalgamation of these models was designed to summarize the LD subtypes, their
characteristics, and their implications (Sec Table 1 - Learning Disability Subtypes).
Characteristic patterns in the four major learning disability subtypes arc listed in
Table 1. Learning disability researchers consistently identify the first and largest subtype
as a disorder of linguistic functioning (language impaired group) (25-67% of sample
groups) ( Boder, 1970, 1973; Dochring & Hoschko, 1977; Fisk & Rourke, 1979;
Kinsboume & Warrington, 1963a; Korhonen, 1991; Lyon & Watson, 1981; Mattis,
French, & Rapin, 1975; Petrauskas & Rourke, 1979; Satz & Morris, 1981; Sprecn &
Haaf, 1986; Van dcr Vlugt & Satz, 1985; Watson, Goldgar, & Ryschon, 1983). Briefly,
students fitting this pattern tend to show impairment in reading, spelling, and language arts
(Weller & Strawser, 1987).
In the second consistently-reported subtype, a global, or "all modalities" (mixed)
disordered group, difficulties are frequently found in both language and visual-spatial skills
(11-16%) (Boder, 1970, 1973; Korhonen, 1991; Lyon & Watson, 1981; Satz & Morris,
1981; Spreen & Haaf, 1986; Van dcr Vlugt & Satz, 1985). Students in this subtype
would be expected to demonstrate inconsistent patterns of performance across all school
and environmental settings (Spcccc, McKinney, & Appelbaum, 1985).
The third common subtype found is one that Weller and Strawser (1987, p. 103)
called a "non-learning disabled subtype" (25-38%) or a production deficit type (22-30%)
(Korhonen, 1991; Lyon & Watson, 1981; Petrauskas & Rourke, 1979; Satz & Morris,
1981; Spreen & Haaf, 1986; Strang & Rourke, 1985a, 1985b; Van der Vlugt & Satz,
1985; Watson, Goldgar, & Ryschon, 1983). Students manifesting this LD subtype profile
arc frequently found to be below grade level in overall academic achievement, but within
an expectancy range commensurate with ability estimates (Weller & Strawser, 1987).

TABLE 1
LEARNING DISABILTY (LD) SUBTYPES
LD Subtype

Characteristics

Instructional Implications

1. Disorder o f linguistic functioning

* limited vocabulary
* verbal expressive skill weak for age
* uses non specific words (e.g. “stuff”, “thing”)
* good visual-spatial analysis
* good nonverbal problem-solving skills.
* poor reading comprehension.
* demonstrates mild anxiety or depression.
* may develop good math skills.
* may act out in certain situations

* Emphasize functional language.
* need for extensive language and reading
intervention.

2. Global or “all modalities” disorder

* poor task orientation
* consistent problems in both verbal and non verbal skills
* poor written work as well as weakness in oral skills
* includes characteristics o f two types linked above.
* characterized by “acting out”
* possibility of social withdrawal and isolation.

* need for functional curriculum, social skills
training and career education

3. Non-learning disabled subtype and
production deficits subtype

*

mild behavior problems
* poor work habits, study skills
* good independent skills

* no problems out o f school
* problems may be a function of structured
task demands by school

4. Nonverbal learning disorder syndrome.

* serious problems in tactile, visual perception and spatial
orientation.
* poor social interaction skills
* poor concept formation skills
* poor in mechanical arithmetic skills
* good memory skills
* good rote verbal skills
* good in spelling and decoding
* very verbal and talkative
* much difficulty with printing and cursive script.

* social skills training essential
* adaptive behavior training
* functional academics important
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The fourth subtype usually obtained is the nonverbal learning disability (visualspatial processing disorder) (8-26%) ( Bodcr, 1970, 1973; Fisk & Rourke, 1979;
Kinsboume & Warrington, 1963b; Korhonen, 1991; Lyon & Watson, 1981; Mattis,
French, & Rapin, 1975; Satz & Morris, 1981; Strang & Rourke, 1985a, 1985b; Van der
Vlugt & Satz, 1985; Watson, Goldgar, & Ryschon, 1983). Various researchers referred
to students fitting the nonverbal learning disability pattern by two other names: righthemisphere learning disorder (Grace & Malloy, 1992; Trancl, Hall, Olson, & Tranel, 1987;
Weintraub & Mesulam, 1983) or socio-emotional disorder (Vocller, 1986, 1991). Some
researchers feel that the commonality lies in dysfunctions of the right hemisphere
(Denckla, 1991, 1993; Goldberg & Costa, 1981; G urctal., 1980; Rourke 1982, 1987;
Voellcr, 1991). For the purposes o f this study, the term, "nonverbal learning disability"
(NLD) is used. Other researchers incorporated a combination of language and cognition
tests with behavior indicators and identified the same four subtypes described above
(Feagans & Appelbaum, 1986; McKinney, 1984; Short, Feagans, McKinney, &
Appelbaum, 1986; Spcece, McKinney, & Appelbaum, 1985).
Of the studies that form the basis for review in this section, 12 out of 14 research
teams (86%) found a language-based subtype. Approximately 33% of subjects fell into
the language-based subtype. The global subtype was found in only 7 out of 14 studies
(50%), and accounted for only 15% of the student sample. The non-LD subtype was
found in only 5 out of 14 studies (36%) and accounted for only 22% of the student
sample. Last, the NLD subtype was found in 13 out of 14 studies (93%), and accounted
for 34% o f the student sample. This relatively high score is due to the fact that two o f the
studies involved only students with NLD and therefore, the sample studied was obviously
skewed towards the NLD subtype. A better estimate of prevalence would be 11 -26%
from combined studies as mentioned in Chapter One.
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For a variety of reasons, the same subtypes were not found in all of the studies;
this may be due to different variables being measured. For example, the non-LD subtype
was not found in three studies (Fisk & Rourke, 1979; Petrauskas & Rourkc, 1979;
Rourkc & Finlayson, 1978). Subtype findings may also have been inconsistent in some
studies due to their inherent methodological weaknesses. Two studies used a Q-factor
analysis instead of the more widely used cluster analysis procedure and only classified 5054% o f the total student sample.
Rourke and Finlayson (1978) used a small sample size (45 students) and used the
WRAT, a test for reading that did not measure comprehension but only "word calling";
that is, reading out words with no understanding required. Students were classified via
achievement dimensions and not via any neuropsychological measures that were purported
to measure specific brain (hemispheric) functioning.
Researchers in the preceding three studies failed to clearly articulate a theory of
what constitutes reading. Researchers in two out of three studies had no a priori
hypotheses as to the number of and description of the subtypes suspected. Petrauskas
and Rourke (1979) employed no validation procedures, such as using a discriminant
function analysis, first before factoring. A discriminant function analysis is used in
classifying observations in which the researcher has some prior knowledge of the classes
or groups. They also failed to use other measures such as SES, parent reading or
educational level, not included in the original factoring process. This would have
validated the resulting subtypes if they were truly significant (ANOVA) or were mere
artifacts o f the factoring procedure.
Doehring and Hoshko used Q-type factor analysis, and the researchers had some
difficulty differentiating subtypes. They also used incomplete IQ data and inadequate
validity procedures. The foregoing discussion illustrates that some subtypes were not
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found in poorly designed, athcoretical studies where poor sampling techniques, poor
validity procedures of tile subsequent subtypes, and poor factoring procedures were
evidenced.
Critical Review of LD Subtvping Research
The preceding discussions identified the primary subtypes of students with LD.
While all students with LD display severe achievement difficulties by definition, the
differentiation of subtypes has particular implications for instructional programming for
children with NLD who also exhibit socioemotional difficulties.
Nonverbal Learning Disabilities
In the course of this study, the author analyzed 18 studies of nonverbal learning
disabled or right-hemisphere disordered individuals. Table 2 arranges the findings of each
study. Important information includes the authors, the size and a priori characteristics of
the sample, the gender ratio, whether the subj its were matched for socio-economic status
(SES), age range, and measures collected. Also found in Table 2 is a summary of
findings of each study. Hynd, Connor, and Nieves (1988) developed a similar table which
included fewer studies.
Selection o f Tabled Studies
I used the following criteria for selecting studies to be included in Table 2. Note
that this process was not intended to "find" the NLD pattern, but rather to provide
evidence that the NLD pattern exists. Researchers of the selected studies chose subjects
that previously demonstrated a specific range of learning characteristics. These
characteristics included either a severe visual-spatial problem or a right-hemisphere
learning disorder, or a known nonverbal learning disability.
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Criteria for equating right-hemisphere dysfunction to NLP
Evidence exists that some individuals with documented right-hemispheric damage
experience difficulty with basic arithmetic skills (Weintraub & Mcsulam, 1983). In an
overview of arithmetic deficits, Gaddes (1985) concluded that some right-hemisphere
dysfunction is involved in spatial, perceptual, and imagery difficulty accompanied by poor
achievement in arithmetic, geometry, map drawing, and mechanical-constructional tasks.
Post-mortem studies of Turner Syndrome individuals illustrate the relationship between
arithmetic deficits, social intelligence, and right hemisphere dysfunction (Brun & Skold,
3968; Reskc-Nielsen, Christensen, & Nielsen, 1982). Therefore, there is reasonable
evidence to suggest that nonverbal social emotional difficulties as well as arithmetic
difficulties are related to right hemisphere dysfunction since both involve the manipulation
o f imagery, visuo-perceptivc, and spatial development (Dcnckla. 1991, 1993; SemrudClikeman & Hynd, 1991).
A positive correlation has been observed between social-emotional skills and
arithmetic skills (Badian, 1983). Badian studied children with good arithmetic skills who
also exhibited good social adjustment. He also studied some children with poor
arithmetic skills who exhibited significant emotional difficulties. In another study, children
with arithmetic problems also had problems in learning appropriate social skills and
applications (Kirby & Asman, 1984).
Central processing deficiencies arc important in the social functioning o f children
who are learning disabled. The varying patterns of central processing deficits and abilities
will differentially predispose a child to varying patterns of social behavior as well as to
different types of academic difficulties (Ozols & Rourkc, 1985). Other researchers studied
a group of children who demonstrated problems in arithmetic, but who also had problems
understanding novel concepts and problem solving strategies (Strang & Rourke, 1983).
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These students had reasonably good skills in verbal ability, and processed print in a rigid,
programmatic fashion (Ozols & Rourke, 1985). This pattern of performance as well as
serious problems in social development is typical of children who demonstrate the profile
for nonverbal learning disabilities (Myklcbust, 1975; Rourke, 1982; Strang & Rourke,
1983; Voeller, 1986, 1991). (See Table 2)
Conclusions Based on Table 2
The 18 studies analyzed in Table 2 support the existence of children, youth and
adults with NLD who manifested a typical pattern of neuropsychological assets and
deficits. First, the manifestations included low achievement in arithmetic (a mathematics
assessment instrument was used in most of the studies, but was not necessarily reported in
the findings) contrasted with near normal ability in decoding and spelling skills. Second,
researchers found that individuals with NLD displayed good auditory attention and
memory development, while exhibiting poor development in visual-tactile perception,
attention, and memory. Subjects also exhibited poor skill development in math and
science and extremely poor sociocmotional competence (Casey, Rourke, & Picard, 1991;
Del Dotto, Fisk, McFadden, & Rourke, 1991; Fuerst, Fisk, & Rourke, 1990; Grace &
Malloy, 1992; Hamadek & Rourke, 1994; Loveland, Fletcher, & Bailey, 1990; Ozols &
Rourke, 1985, 1991; Rourke & Finlayson, 1978; Rourke, Del Dotto, Rourke, & Casey,
1990; Sparrow, 1991; Strang & Rourke, 1983; Tranel, Hall, Olson, & Trane!, 1987;
Voeller, 1986; Weintraub & Mesulam, 1983; Wiener, 1980).
Discussion o f Table 2 Studies
In the following discussion, the studies in Table 2 will be analyzed as they pertain
to the existence of nonverbal learning disabilities. Some of the studies were flawed by
methodological weaknesses, particularly the lack of a control group, and researchers based
many of the studies on clinical cases rather than classroom observation. However, the
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TABLE 2 - SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF NONVERBAL LEARNING DISABILITIES STUDIES
AUTHORS

SAMPLE
SIZE (N)

CHARACTERISTICS
OF SUBJECTS

SEX

SES

MATCHED

AGE
RANGE

Dcnckla, M.
(1977)

52

Children referred by
school child study team
and pediatricians.

M=41
F=11

N/R

N/R

7 - 14

Major Findings
Five subtypes were found:
(1) Visual-spatial (NLD)
(2) Articulation-grapho-motor
(3) Language disorder
(4) Mixed language disorder
(5) Deficient verbal memorization
The visual-spatial children exhibited problems in arithmetic, visual-spatial and social perceptual skills.
These children also demonstrated poor muscle tone and incoordination.

Rourkeand
Finlayson
(1978)

N=45

Three groups of learning
disabled students.
( 1 ) N= 15. Low in
reading, spelling and
math.
(2) N = 15. Low in
reading and spelling;
math ok.
(3) N = 15. Low in
math; spelling and
reading ok. (NLD).

M = 38
F=7

Major Findings
(1) Group 3 greater than group 2 on all verbal measures.
(2) Group 3 VIQ greater than PIQ.
(3) Group 2 PIQ greater than group
(4) Groups 1 and 2 are similar.
(5) Group 1 VIQ less than PIQ.
Group 3 called non-verbal-perceptial-organization-output-disabled children. (NPOOD).
Reading and spelling much superior to arithmetic skills.
Poor judgement and reasoning skills.

N/R

No9 - 1 4
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TABLE 2 (continued)
CATEGORIES OF
MEASURES COLLECTED

PURPOSE
OF STUDY

ANALYSIS

(1) Tests of intellectual potential
(WISC)
(2) General achievement test
(WRAT)
(3) Individual reading test (Gray
Oral Test)
(4) Measure of receptive
vocabulary (PPVT)
(5) Tests of spatial ability
(Raven’s Color Progressive
Matrices and Benton Visual
Retention Test)
(6) Auditory-memory test
(Wechsler Memory Test)

To differentiate clinical clusters
with LD children who have
reading problems.

The battery of tests, plus the
clinical observations were used to
differentiate five subtypes of LD
children.

(1) Tests of intellectual potential
(WISC)
(2) General achievement tests
(WRAT)
(3) Measure of receptive
vocabulary (PPVT)
(4) Measure of the ability to
blend sounds (Auditory
Closure Test)
(5) Measure of short-term
memory (Sentence Memory
Test)
(6) Measure of visual memory
(Target Test)

Comparison o f group
performances.

Three groups of children, based
on their performance on the
WRAT, were studied in terms of
their performance on a battery of
verbal and auditory perceptual
tests and visual-perceptual and
visual-spatial tests.
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TABLE 2 (continued)

AUTHORS
Wiener
(1980)

SAMPLE
SIZE (N)

CHARACTERISTICS
OF SUBJECTS________ SEX

60

Students attended a
camp for children with
LD.

M = 53
F=7

SES

MATCHED

AGE
RANGE

N/R

N/R

8-12

Major Findings
(1) Children with conceptual and spatial disabilities
had more problems developing positive peer relationships. ((NLD)
(2) Severe LD children had more problems acquiring positive peer relationships
than moderately disabled children.

Wing
(1981)

34

Individuals referred to
the investigator with a
variety of problems in
many areas, especially
social.

M = 28
F= 6

N/R

N/R

Vlajor Findings:
’1)
(2)
’3)
4)
5)

All of these students may be mercilessly bullied at school, becoming anxious and afraid.
Speech content is pedantic.
Little facial expression.
Limited gestures and clumsy movement.
Very poor social interaction skills.

5-35
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TABLE 2 (continued)
CATEGORIES OF
MEASURES COLLECTED

PURPOSE OF STUDY

ANALYSIS

(1)

Tests of intellectual
potential (WISC-R)
(2) Measures of peer
relationships (Sociograins)
(3) Measures of peer
relationships (Interviews)

To determine ■! children with
severe spatial disability had
trouble being accepted by other
children.

Three groups of LD children,
with the groups deri ved from
their WISC-R scores, participated
in a summer camp that
emphasized social skills. Peer
relations were measured by
sociograms and interviews, and
the children’s counsellors also
rated the children’s peer
relationships.

Three tests of intellectual
potential:

To describe the clinical features
of Asperger’s Syndrome.

(1)
(2)
(3)

(Characteristics similar to
Right Hemisphere Disorder)

Researchers used case studies
from a variety of individuals who
manifested serious social
problems.

WAIS
WISC-R
WPPSI
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TABLE 2 (continued)
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
SIZE (N) OF SUBJECTS

AUTHORS
Weintraub
and Mcsulam
(1983)

14

Four-year case study of
individuals with learning
and personal problems.

SEX

SES

MATCHED

AGE
RANGE

M=7
F=7

N/R

N/R

11- 42

N/R

N/R

9 - 14

Major Findings
(1) Severe problems in arithmetic.
(2) Avoidance of eye contact.
(3) Problems with prosody of speech.
(4) Poor interpersonal development, shyness.
(5) Severe visual-spatial problems.
(6) Depression.

Strang and
Rourke
(1983)

30

M = 26
Derived from a group of
F=4
2000 children referred for
extensive testing because of
educational problems.
Group 1 = 15
Reading and spelling levels
below math.
Group 2 = 15 (NLD)
Low arithmetic score.

Major Findings:
(1) Children in Group 2 displayed non-verbal concept formation deficiencies.
(2) Arithmetic errors were considerable, and the kinds of errors made were much more serious than in
Group 1.
Children were referred for
learning and/or perceptual
problems.
Control = 7 children
Language Disordered = 7
Spatial Disordered = 7
(NLD)

N/R

N/R

114
months to
123
months.

M=3
F=4

£

21

11 ii
M

Ozols and
Rourke
(1985)

M=3
F=4

Major Findings:
i 1) Children in the spatial disordered group rarely expressed emotion in their facial expressions.
(2) Spatial disordered children had poor handwriting.
(3) Spatial disordered children showed a tendency to exhibit stereotyped and restricted emotional responses.
(4) Spatial disordered children did not explore their surroundings.
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TABLE 2 (continued)
CATEGORIES OF
MEASURES COLLECTED

PURPOSE OF STUDY

ANALYSIS

(1) Tests of intellectual potential
(WAIS and WISC-R)
(2) Auditory-memory test
(Wechsler Memory Test)
(3) Language test
(Benton Naming Test)
(4) Visual memory test
(Rey Osterrieth Complex
Figure Test).
(5) General achievement test
(WRAT)

To review aspects of
developmental LD of the right
hemisphere.

Case studies were analyzed from
the scores on a variety of
language, memory, and spatial
tasks. Analysis of individual
behaviors, eye contact, and mood
was intended to be put into the
data analysis.

(1) General achievement test
(WRAT)
(2) Test of intellectual potential
(WISC)
(3) A measure of concept
formation, including
nonverbal abstract reasoning
(Flalstcad Category Test)
(4) Psychomotor test (Tactual
Performance Test)
(5) Psychomotor test (Grooved
Pegboard Test)

To obtain more information on
the information processing
deficiencies in children who
experience arithmetic problems.

The study dealt with a
comparison of two groups of LD
children, one group good in math
but low in reading, and the
second group poor in math but
good in reading and spelling.
The comparison was on the
Halstead Category Test.

(1) General achievement test
(WRAT)
(2) Test of intellectual potential
(WISC)
(3) Psychomotor test (Tactual
Performance Test)
(4) Measure of visualperceptual-organization
(Target Test)
(5) A measure of children’s
social and affective growth
(Toward Affective
Development Kit)

To ascertain level of social
perception and social judgement
in LD children.

Two groups of LD children were
studied, one good in math but
poor in reading and spelling. The
other group was good in spelling
but poor in math. Students in
both groups were given a variety
of assessments, especially the
four dependent variable tasks, A
to D, from the Toward Affective
Development Kit.
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TABLE 2 (continued)

AUTHORS
VocIIer
(1986)

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
SIZE (N) OF SUBJECTS
15

600 children were seen for
a variety of behavior and
learning problems.

SEX

SES

MATCHED

AGE
RANGE

M=10
F=5

N/R

N/R

5-13

N/R

14- 63

Major Findings:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Children displayed withdrawn and isolated features.
Children could not play in groups with other children.
Children could not maintain friendships.
At least half of the children displayed atypical prosody.

Tranel, Hall,
Olson and
Tranel
(1987)

11

Over a three-year period, a
group of individuals with
wide-ranging problems
were observed by the
investigators.

M=4
F= 7

N/R

Major Findings:
1)
i 2)
3)
4)
i 5)

All individuals displayed chronic emotional and social maladjustment,
Poor non-verbal visual-spatial cognitive function.
Poor math skills.
Impaired prosody and eye contact.
The subjects demonstrated striking neuropsychological evidence of right-hemisphere dysfunction
indicative of developmental learning disability.

Loveland,
39
Hetchcr and
Bailey (1990)

Students obtained from area M = 22
agencies and schools for
F = 17
LD.
Normal = 14
Arithmetic Disorder = 12
Reading & Arithmetic
Disorder = 13

N/R

N/R

Mean age
132 to 137
months.

Major Findings:
(1) The two sub-types of learning disabled children differ from each other and from non-disabled children in
the production and comprehension of verbally and non-verbally presented stories.
(2) In general, arithmetic-disordered children had more problems with non-verbal aspects of the story tapes.
(3) Arithmetic-disordered children make more inappropriate responses.
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TABLE 2 (continued)
CATEGORIES OF
MEASURES COLLECTED

PURPOSE OF STUDY

ANALYSIS

(1) Tests of intellectual potential
(WISC-R or WPPSI)
(2) General achievement test in
mathematics (Key math)
(3) General test of reading
(Woodcock Reading Mastery
Test)
(4) Language test (Oldfield
Naming Test)
(5) Visual memory test (Rey
Osterrieth Complex Figures)
(6) General achievement test
(WRAT)
(7) Test for assessing child’s
ability to interpret the affective
states of other (Affect
recognition test)

Description c f 15 patients with
known right-hemisphere lesion
dysfunction (neurological or cat
scan examinations).

Subjects with right-hemisphere
dysfunction were tested to
determine if they behaved in an
affectively appropriate fashion.
They were also analyzed to
determine if the subjects were
able to perceive the emotional
states of others.

(1) Test of intellectual potential
WAIS-R or WISC-R)
(2) Auditory memory test
(Wechsler Memory Scale)
(3) Visual memory test (Benton
Visual Retention Test)
(4) General achievement test
(WRAT)
(5) Test of visual memory
(Complex Figure Test)
(6) Facial Recognition Test
(7) Prosody (voice inflections)
edited using videos.

To investigate whether

The subjects were assessed with
a wide range of tests to measure
language, memory and visualspatial skills. Low scores on the
visual-spatial skills were
indicative of right-hemisphere
disorders.

(1) General achievement test
(WRAT)
(2) Test of intellectual potential
(WISC-R)
(3) Video-tape of a series of eight
stories was used to measure
verbal and nonverbal story
aspects.

right-hemisphere dysfunction can
pre-dispose a person to a
developmental learning disability.

To determine the difference in
comprehension and production of
verbal and non-verbal presented
events in LD and non-LD
children.

Children were put into three
groups, according to their
WRAT scores. The children
were shown four verbal and four
nonverbal videotaped stories.
Children were asked either to
enact or describe the story. All
responses were recorded on
video-tape. Then a set of
follow-up questions were asked.
Responses were coded either
“appropriate” or "inappropriate”
according to whether the
response reasonably captured
the emotion or motivation
displayed by the character.
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TABLE 2 (continued)
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
SIZE (N) OF SUBJECTS

AUTHORS
Fuerst, Fisk
and Rourke
(1990)

132

Students obtained from a
larger data base of 2,000
students.
VIQ greater than PIQ
VIQ equals PIQ
VIQ less than PIQ

SEX

SES

MATCHED

AGE
RANGE

N/R

N/R

6-12

M = 22
F = 22
M = 22
F = 22
M = 22
F = 22

Major Findings:
(1) Children who exhibit well-developed linguistic skills and weak visual-spatial and organizational skills
are more prone to serious psycho-social problems.
Rourke, Del
Dotto,
Rourke and
Casey (1990)

1

Nine-year case study.

F= 1

N/R

N/R

9-17

M=3
F=2

N/R

N/R

16.2 - 23.4
yrs.

Major Findings:
Impaired visual-spatial skills
Impaired tactual-perceptual skills
Poor concept formation and problem-solving skills
Social deficits.
Del Dotto,
Fisk,
WcFadden
and Rourke
(1991)

5

Pool of 28 children were
referred for
neuropsychological
evaluation; only 5 agreed to
participate.

Major Findings:
1) Individuals with known non-verbal learning disorder show markedly underdeveloped communication
and socialization skills.
2) Pattern for NLD still present.
3) Reasonably good word recognition and spelling ability.
4) Poor mechanical arithmetic.
5) Poor non-verbal concept formation.
6) Poor problem-solving skills.
(7) Poor visual-spatial skills.
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TABLE 2 (continued)
CATEGORIES OF
MEASURES COLLECTED

PURPOSE OF STUDY

ANALYSIS

To determine the extent and
nature of the relationship between
patterns of cognitive functioning
and psychosocial functioning.

Researchers administered the
Personality Inventory for
Children (PIC) to three groups
of 44 children. After clustering,
new groups were formed. The
children with poorly-developed
visual-spatial skills were shown
to manifest some internalized
and externalized psychopathy as
measured by PIC.

Test of intellectual potential
(WISC-R)
Test of perceptive vocabulary
(PPVT)
General achievement test
(WRAT)
Measure of psychosocial
functioning (Personality
Inventory for Children (PIC)
Neuropsychological battery
(Halstead Rciten Battery)

To illustrate issues of NLD.

Long-term assessment of a girl,
from age nine to 17, on a variety
of instruments that measured
language, intellectual potential,
personality, memory and
neuropsychological
development. The girl was in
therapy to acquire social
interaction skills, but the profile
of social difficulty continued to
exist.

Test of intellectual potential
(WAIS-R)
Test for blending sounds
(Auditory Closure Test)
Psychomotor test (Tactual
Performance Test)
Test of visual-perceptual
organizational skills (Trail
making Test)
Test of psychomotor skills
(Grooved Pegboard Test)
Measure of concept
formation including
nonverbal abstract reasoning
(Adult Category Test)
General achievement test
(WRAT)
Personality inventory
(MMPI)
Measure of children’s
communication, motor and
interpersonal development
skills (Vineland Adaptive
Behavior Scale).

Longitudinal study from a 1989
sample of students with serious
arithmetic problems, who
possessed many of the
neuropsychological features of
the NLD group.

Five students from a group of 28
students were administered a
variety of tests measuring
cognitive achievement,
personality, memory and
psychosocial skills. The results
of the tests on the five students
were then compared.

(1) Test of intellectual potential
(WISC-R)
(2) Measure of psychosocial
functioning (Personality
Inventory for Children)

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)
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TABLE 2 (continued)
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
SIZE (N) OF SUBJECTS

AUTHORS
Ozols and
Rourkc
(1991)

45

SEX

Selected from a population
of 1,500 children with
learning and perceptial
problems in school.
Group 1 = 15
Low in spelling, reading
and math.

M = 11
F=4

Group 2 = 15
Low in spelling & reading;
math ok.

M = 13
F=2

Group 3 = 15
Reading & spelling ok.
Math low.

M=7
F= 8

SES

MATCHED

AGE
RANGE

N/R

N/R

6-12

Major Findings:
(1) Group 3 performed more poorly than either Groups 1 or 2.
(2) Group 3 is presumed to be an NLD group.

Casey,
30
Rourke and
Picard (1991)

Subjects selected from pool
of 5,000 children.

M = 15 Checked: Father’s
occupa
F = 15 no
difference tion & level
of education.

5- 15yr s .

Major Findings:
(1) Neuropsychological deficiencies exhibited by NLD children persist not only into adulthood, but, if left
unremediated, become more complex with the passing of time.
(2) Individuals so afflicted are at greater risk for the development of significant social-emotional
disturbance.
Sparrow
(1991)

2

Case study of adolescents
with NLD.

Major Findings:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Impaired visual-spatial skills.
Poor tactual-performance abilities
Poor problem-solving and concept formation skills
Social deficits.

M= 1
F= 1

N/R.

N/R

6 - 1 7 yrs.
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TABLE 2 (continued)
CATEGORIES OF
MEASURES COLLECTED

PURPOSE OF STUDY

ANALYSIS

To investigate if seven- and
eight-year old L,D children differ
in the patterns of functioning
when they are classified
according to patterns of
academic achievement?

Three groups of children were
given an extensive battery of
tests measuring language,
personality, memory and
psychomotor skills. The
comparison made confirmed the
researchers' previous studies;
Group 3 (those poor in math but
good in spelling) had
considerable difficulty in
interrelationships and poor
psycho-social development.

To examine whether and to what
1) Test of intellectual potential
extent the features of the NLD
(WISC-R)
syndrome change in predictable
2) Test of perceptual vocabulary
directions during middle
(PPVT)
childhood and early adolescent
3) General achievement test
years.
(WRAT)
4) Personality Inventory for Children
(PIC)
5) Test of spatial and psychomotor
skills (Halstead, Reitan Battery)
6) Test of psychomotor skills
(Tactual Performance Test)

All children tested exhibited
nonverbal learning disabilities,
and therefore had the same
profile. The group differences
were in the ages in that there
was an older and a younger
group. The older group failed to
develop visual-spatial skills.

1) Test of intellectual potential
To illustrate issues of NLD.
(WISC-R)
2) Achievement test (Kaufman Test
of Educational Achievement.)
3) Test of intellectual potential
(Stanford Binet, 4th Edition).
4) Personality Inventory for Children
5) Test of intellectual potential for
adults (WAIS-R)
6) Adult personality test (MMPI)
7) Test of selected psychomotor
skills (Halstead - Reitan Battery)

In this scries of key studies, the
two subjects were given a
variety of tests to ascertain their
development in the areas of
language, memory and visualspatial ability.

(1) General achievement test
(WRAT)
(2) Test of intellectual potential
(WISC-R)
(3) Test of perceptive vocabulary
(PPVT)
(4) Measure of concept formation test
involving nonverbal and abstract
reasoning (Category Test)
5) Test of visual-spatial and
psychomotor skills (Grooved
Pegboard Test)
(6) Test of auditory memory
(Sentence Memory Test)
'7) Test of sounds and blending
(Speech Sounds Perception Test)
8) Test of sounds and blending
(Auditory Closure Test)
9) Tests of psychomotor skills
(Tactual Performance Test) and
10)
Fingcr Tapping Test)
1l)Language test (Aphasia Screening
Test)
T2)Psychosocial and personality test
(Personality Inventory for
Children)
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TABLE 2 (continued)

AUTHORS
Grace and
Malloy
(1992)

SAMPLE
SIZE (N)

CHARACTERISTICS
OF SUBJECTS

12

Groups with suspected
right-hemisphere learning
disability and a population
from the same hospital
were used as a
comparison.

SEX

SES

MATCHED

AGE
RANGE

M=7
F=5

N/R

N/R

17- 45

Major Findings:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

VIQ greater than P1Q by 20 or more points.
Marked differences between reading and spelling, and arithmetic.
Severe interpersonal difficulties with shyness, social awkwardness and social isolation.
Depression.

Hamadck and LD = 58
Rourke
(1994)
Control = 29

LD group obtained from a N/R
database of 5,000 students.

N/R

Matched age.

N/R

Controls were matched as
having no problems in
school and no emotional
problems.
NLD = 29
Reading and spelling = 29
Major Findings:
(1) A sub-set of four neuro-psychological tests discriminate NLD from all other LD subtypes.
* Trail-making B
* Target Test
Tactual Performance Test
♦Grooved Pegboard Test
i 2) The WRAT Spelling and Reading discriminate the spelling and reading group from all other LD
subtypes.
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TABLE 2 (concluded)
CATEGORIES OF
MEASURES COLLECTED
( 1)
( 2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
( 6)

(7)
(8)

Tests of intellectual potential
(WAIS-R)
Personality inventory (MMPI)
Test of concept formation
development (Wisconsin Card
Sorting Test)
Visual memory test (Complex
Figure Test)
Language test (Benton Naming
Test)
Short-term memory test
(Wechsler Memory Scale)
General achievement test
(WRAT)
Language test (Western Aphasia
Battery)

1) Measure of concept formation,
including nonverbal abstract
reasoning (Category Test)
2) Psychomotor test (Tactual
Performance Test)
3) General achievement test in
arithmetic
4) Test of psychomotor skills
(Grooved Pegboard Test)
5) Test of visual-perceptual
organizational skills (Trail
making Test)
(6) Test of receptive vocabulary
(PPVT)
(7) General achievement test in
reading (WRAT Reading)
(8) General achievement test in
spelling (WRAT Spelling)
(9) Test of ability to blend sounds
(Auditory Closure Test)
(10) Short-term memory test
(Sentence Memory Test
(11) Measure of visual-perceptual
organization (Target Test)

PURPOSE OF STUDY

ANALYSIS

To identify people with righthemisphere learning disorder or
disability among a psychiatric
populations.

12 subjects with suspected
right-hemisphere disorder were
compared to others in a
psychiatric hospital. A variety
of instruments were used to
measure cognition, achievement,
personality, memory, and visualspatial skills.

To obtain a group of measures
which accurately discriminate
the NLD syndrome from all
other LD subtypes.

Two groups of children were
studied, one known to manifest
NLD, and the other exhibiting
reading and spelling problems.
These two groups were matched
with a control group. All were
given a complex battery o f tests
measuring psychomotor,
language, memory, and visualspatial skills.
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information obtained in the 18 studies clearly supports the existence of a nonverbal
learning disability that affects both children and adults. The studies show that NLD has
achievement and behavioral characteristics similar to right-hemisphere brain dysfunction
(Denckla, 1991, 1993; Grace & Malloy, 1992; Rourkc, 1987, 1989; Semrud-Clikeman &
Hynd, 1990; Trancl, Hall, Olson & Trancl, 1987; Weintraub & Mesulam, 1983).
Early LD subtyping studies revealed the existence of a group of individuals with
severe disorders in mathematics, visual-spatial problems, and social skill deficits (Denckla,
1977; Wiener, 1980). Wiener (1980) found that children with conceptual and spatial
disabilities had more trouble developing positive peer relationships. Rourke and Finlayson
(1978) identified a group of children with LD who exhibited an arithmetic deficit, while
also exhibiting normal reading and spelling ability. They called this group nonvcrbalperceptual-organization-output-disabled (NPOOD). Researchers later began to refer to
this group as nonverbal learning disabled (c.f. Rourke, 1982; Strang & Rourke, 1983).
Wing (1981) studied a group of individuals who exhibited a profile similar to that
o f NLD individuals. This group of individuals appeared to have a high functioning
pervasive developmental disorder called Asperger's syndrome. The manifestations o f this
syndrome parallel those of NLD including such characteristics as pedantic speech, poor
use o f prosody, poor eye-contact, poor mechanical arithmetic skills, and poor
interpersonal development. Wing also noted that because of their poor social skill
development, such children often become anxious and terrified if they fall victim to
bullying and teasing.
Several investigators identified a right-hemisphere developmental learning
disability with similar characteristics to the disability labeled NLD by other researchers
(Rourke, 1987; Trancl, Hall, Olson & Trancl, 1987; Vocller, 1986; Weintraub &
Mesulam, 1983). Nonverbal learning disability is characterized by features similar to those
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found in persons with acquired right-hemisphere lesions (Grace & Malloy, 1992).
However, to assume that NLD is strictly a right-hemisphere problem would prematurely
limit research concerning NLD because researchers may hold hypotheses in which
behaviors arc caused by a rigidly-based laterality (DenckiU, 1991; Pennington, 1991).
Rourke, however, developed a carefully proposed etiology of NLD based on white matter
destruction in the right hemisphere (Rourke, 1982, 1987). Subjects with such
morphological conditions manifested symptomology similar to individuals with NLD.
From 1978 till 1991, Rourke and his colleagues studied groups of children
separated on the basis of math and reading scores, and differences on verbal and
performance IQs (Fuerst, Fisk & Rourke, 1990; Ozols & Rourke, 1985, 1991; Rourke &
Finlayson, 1978; Strang & Rourke, 1983). The group of children with low math scores
also manifested poor interpersonal skills, poor problem-solving skills, and severe visualspatial skills. These children were all referred to as the NLD group, and became the basis
of subsequent studies by Rourke and colleagues, who limited their recent samples to
students with NLD only (Casey, Rourke & Picard, 1991; Del Dotto, Fisk, McFadden &
Rourke, 1991; Rourke, Del Dotto, Rourke & Casey, 1990; Sparrow, 1991).
Researchers referred to NLD because groups of students with similar achievement
patterns and similar social-emotional patterns are similar to students with known righthemisphere dysfunction (c.f. Dcnckla. 1991,1993; Grace & Malloy, 1992) and socialemotional disorder (Vocller, 1986, 1991). Some researchers hypothesize that these
behaviors are the result of central processing problems inherent in the right hemisphere
(Rourke, 1982, 1987, 1989).
One study that deserves special mention is a very current study conducted by
Hamadek and Rourke (1994) using a large sample size, and internal and external
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validation procedures. The results arc consistent with those reviewed above; notably that
children with NLD demonstrate severe visual-spatial problems and emotional difficulties.
Researchers of another recent study included in Table Two addressed the long
term effects that children with NLD could expect to experience. Casey, Rourke and
Picard (1991) studied 30 students previously diagnosed with NLD. They found that the
neuropsychological deficiencies exhibited by children with NLD, if left unremediated,
became more complex over time. This is so because during goal-directed behavior,
individuals with NLD fail to use new information as it becomes available. Therefore these
individuals cling to their inflexible verbal prescriptions in order to minimize anxiety.
The child with NLD may experience chronic failure and rejection from peers
(Fletcher, 1989).

Nonverbal learning disabled persons often respond to their problem

solving failures with depression, anxiety, and withdrawal (Porter & Rourke, 1985).
Therefore, many research subjects, as they entered adulthood, were at greater than
average risk for the development of significant social-emotional disturbance.
Children who manifest the NLD characteristics should be carefully evaluated and
monitored to ensure early interventions and. secondary prevention of social-emotional
problems (Fletcher, 1989). In most school systems, language problems are frequently
detected, which is not the case with nonlinguistic problems. Our culture places a premium
on language and reading skills, and consequently, there exists a bias against language and
reading disabilities. It may also be true that it is difficult for children who read poorly to
function in academic and social settings. Many children with LD show preservation of
language and poor nonverbal cognitive skills (Fletcher, 1989).
Virtually all researchers selected for inclusion in Table Two identified groups
manifesting similar achievement and behavioral characteristics. The distinct possibility
exists that most o f the major findings represented one and the same LD subtype -- the
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nonverbal learning disability. One researcher whose studies spanned decades, clearly
stated that a group of children exist with consistent achievement and behavioral
characteristics that arc indicative of right-hemisphere damage (Dcnckla, 1978, 1991,
1993). This right hemisphere damage is hypothesized by Rourke (1982, 1987, 1989) as
being the cause of nonverbal learning disability.
Conclusions Based on Review on NLP Subtyping Literature
Nonverbal learning disability clearly exists as a well-established category of
disability. In Q-typc factor and cluster studies, 5-16 % found NLD or a subtype that is
characteristically similar. In addition, as can be seen in Table 2, the characteristics of
students with NLD is quite similar across studies using differing methodologies and
terminology emanating from differing theoretical backgrounds.
The preceding researchers all obtained groups of children and adults who
manifested a profound and long-term developmental learning disorder. This disorder was
characterized by poor arithmetic achievement, and poor visual-spatial skills, poor social
skill development, poor coordination, and poor use of prosodic speech in all studies.
These are the most commonly found characteristics of children with NLD, and nearly
always appear in investigations of this group and in the generic subtyping literature.
The ability to differentiate between the LD subtypes will allow teachers and
parents to better implement strategies to help these individuals develop into independent
and functional people in society. The current practice of grouping this disorder with other
learning disabilities such as linguistic-based disabilities, is a great disservice to both
groups. Remedial intervention is clearly not the same for both groups, because each
subtype has different problems.
The identification of subtypes may make it possible to evaluate specific approaches
to academic remediation. That is, it is possible that certain remedial techniques are more
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or less helpful with particular subtypes of learning disabled children. For example, the
methods developed by Fcmald (1943) which placed heavy emphasis upon tactile and
kinesthetic perceptual processing procedures for the learning of sound-symbol
relationships would be contraindicated for children classified with NLD, as they already
possess well-developed sound-symbol relationship skills (Fisk & Rourke, 1979).
Summary
There arc many LD subtypes derived from over 30 years of research incorporating
a variety o f methods from the clinical inferential models of achievement and
neurocognitive methods. Some of the subtypes found included a language-based cubtype
referred to as dyslexia (22 studies) and a language retarded or language disordered
subtype (33 studies). Some of the researchers who obtained these groups are Bodcr
(1970, 1973), Kinsboume and Warrington (1963a), and Mattis, French, and Rapin
(1975). Other clinical inferential studies include LD subtypes called Gerstmann syndrome
(3 studies), and visual-perceptual (13 studies). The empirical classification schemes using
factor analysis and cluster analysis techniques generated a wide variety of reading,
language disordered, language disability, language deficits, linguistic deficits,
phonological, and others related to language (47 different groups) (c.f., Fisk & Rourke,
1979; Korhoncn, 1991; Lyon & Watson, 1981; McKinney, Short, & Feagans, 1985; Satz
& Morris, 1981; Spreen & Haaf, 1986; Watson, Goldgar, & Ryschon, 1983).
Twenty-six other studies found a visual-spatial group. This group is the main basis
for the children with NLD. A representative sample o f researchers includes the following:
Doehring and Hoshko, (1977); Korhonen, (1991); Lyon and Watson, (1981); Satz and
Morris, (1981); and Spreen and Haaf, (1986).
Other researchers found a non-learning disabled group of children (13 studies)
often referred to as a normal group. A representative sample of the studies arc the
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following: Korhoncn, 1991; Lyon and Watson, 1981; Pctrauskas and Rourkc, 1979; Satz
and Moris, 1981; and Van dcr Vlugt and Satz, 1985.
In synthesizing these various studies and names, I have reduced the combinations
down to four major types: linguistic, mixed, non learning disabled, and nonverbal learning
disabled. These four major subtypes are presented in Table One.
Screening for NLD in a Classroom Setting
Throughout the analyses of the studies as the basis for this review, I was
astounded at the number and complexity of the various psychological and
neuropsychological testing instruments that are necessary to diagnose nonverbal learning
disabilities. None of the studies included in Table Two were able to diagnose NLD using
achievement tests only. The testing procedures would all require a clinical setting. The
test batteries used to assess nonverbal learning disabilities are very costly and timeconsuming in person hours required to develop the diagnostic profile. As a result, children
with NLD are probably not being identified through this method alone.
Assessment of Nonverbal Learning Disabled Children
In assessing children for NLD, many different instruments arc used because a
broad sampling of tasks is necessary, including sensory, perceptual, motor and
psychomotor, attentional, and linguistic abilities. Also, it is important to sample behaviors
that measure concept formation and problem-solving skill (Rourke & Del Dotto, 1992).
For example, in a review of methodological designs for LD subtyping, Kavale and Fomess
(1987) noted that researchers used numerous metrics. In two separate studies, researchers
used a full 32 measures to determine neuropsychological skills, along with two tests for
psychocducational abilities (Fisk & Rourke, 1979; Petrauskas & Rourkc, 1979).
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Assessment Instruments
The usefulness of an assessment instrument is primarily based on its reliability and
validity (Salvia & Ysscldyke. 1991). Some assessment instruments that measure
individual intelligence, such as the Wechsler scales, WPPS1-R, WISC-R, and WAIS-R, are
well constructed and have good reliability "but the evidence for validity, as presented in
the manuals, is either nonexistent (WAIS-R) or very limited (WISC-R and WPPSI-R)"
(Salvia & Ysseldyke, 1991, p.184).
Many assessment instruments that measure perceptual abilities have extremely
poor reliability and validity. These include the Bender Visual Motor Gestalt Test,
Developmental Test of Visual Perception, and Memory for Designs Test. Many of these
tests have outdated norms, and thus should be interpreted with caution (Salvia &
Ysseldyke, 1991). Also, it is generally true that these tests tend to be divorced from
programming needs.
Apart from the issues of reliability and validity of the testing instruments, there is
the question o f time taken to do the actual assessment and to observe students in the
classroom, the home, or the playground. Another factor adding to the time element is the
time taken to write the report and meet with the parents and teachers.
Clinical neuropsychologists use two test batteries to determine whether a child has
NLD: the Halstead-Rcitan Battery and the Luria-Nebraska Battery-Children's Revision.
Both test batteries have an abundance of data to verify their reliability and validity for the
differential diagnosis of brain damage in children and other groups (Boll & Reitan, 1972;
Hynd, Snow & Becker, 1986; Reitan, 1979; Snow & Hynd, 1985; Teeter, 1986). Clinical
psychologists use conceptual-based tests to evaluate verbal and nonverbal conceptual
thinking in children. Some of these tests are actually sub-tests from larger batteries such
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as the Wechsler Scales. These two instruments have excellent reliability, but the validity
o f some o f the newer scales remains in question (Salvia & Ysseldyke, 1991).
Need for Instrument to Specifically Screen NLP from LD Population
To identify students with NLD, a need exists for the creation of a reliable and valid
screening instrument to be used in the classroom. The advantage of such an instrument is
that it would be relatively quick and inexpensive to use, and that it would be based on
behaviors with programmatic significance for educators. The use of such an instrument in
the classroom would greatly enhance the screening and subsequent diagnosis of LD
students o f varying subtypes, but it would be particularly useful for the nonverbal learning
disordered child. Some researchers consider this type of child to be the most fragile of the
LD subtypes and one in need of carefully integrated interventions at as early an age as
possible (Brumback & Staton, 1982; Dcnckla, 1991,1993, Ross, 1981; Rourke, 1982,
1987, 1989).
Based on the review of literature, certain frequently-observed, ecologically valid
skills might serve as items or indicators on such an instrument. The list of such behaviors
would include: (a) poor arithmetic skill in calculating (Badian, 1983; Rourke & Strang,
1983; Strang & Rourke, 1985a, 1985b), (b) very poor social skills (Badian, 1983;
Rourke, Del Dotto, Rourke & Casey, 1990; Voeller, 1986, 1991; Weintraub & Mesulam,
1983; Wiener, 1980), (c) clumsiness and poor coordination (Denckla, 1991, 1993), (d)
poor skills in art and writing (Rourke, 1989, 1991a), and (e) a monotonous inflection in
the voice (Ross, 1981; Ross & Mesulam, 1979; Weintraub & Mesulam, 1981).
Implications of NLD for Treatment and Intervention Strategies
Nonverbal learning disabled children have been cited as the most difficult to work
with in schools (Dcnckla, 1991,1993; Rourke, 1982, 1987, 1989). Learning disability
researchers frequently state that learning disabled children experience problems in their
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social relationships and that their sociocmotional difficulties persist into adolescence and
adulthood (Bryan, 1974, 1977; Biyan & Wheeler, 1972; Ozols & Rourke, 1985, 1991;
Porter & Rourke, 1985; Strang & Rourke, 1985a, 1985b; Wiig & Harris, 1974).
The foregoing research leads to several conclusions. Learning disabled children
may suffer from mild to severe sociocmotional disturbances, but most display no such
difficulties (Porter & Rourke, 1985). They display no single, unitary pattern of
sociocmotional disturbance (Rourke & Fuerst, 1992). Learning disabled children display
different manifestations of emotional and behavioral disorders and children with LD
display these disorders more often than their normally achieving peers (Ozols & Rourke,
1985, 1991; Wiener, 1980). One pattern of cognitive processing ability and deficits the
nonverbal learning disorder appears to manifest a particular configuration of achievement
(well-developed decoding and spelling skills relative to mechanical arithmetic). Persons
with NLD also manifest a particular form of sociocmotional disturbance called
"internalized psychopathology" (Rourke, 1988a, p. 807). Internalized behavior is
characterized by fearful or inhibited behaviors, such as being withdrawn, or very shy
(Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1983). Psychopathology is the study of the origin,
development, and manifestations of mental or behavioral disorders (American Heritage
College Dictionary ,1993, p. 1105).
Students who exhibit deficits in social skills no recognition of verbal cues and poor
problem-solving and concept-formation skills will be more prone to harassment and
bullying. Students perceive that bullying is harmful (Hazier, Hoover & Oliver, 1991;
Hoover & Hazier, 1991). The goal of arranging for integrated learning experiences in
general education settings would allow for handicapped children to spend more time in
regular class with their non-handicapped peers. Since mildly handicapped children arc
more prone to bullying, then identifying these children early in their educational career is
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essential in order to better teach them strategies and compensatory skills (Hoover, Oliver
& Hazier, 1992; Wiener, 1980). Should educators not identify and assist children who are
prone to being bullied, then as adults, they may employ ineffective management techniques
with their own children (Oliver, Oaks, & Hoover, 1994). Also, those students who
receive the brunt of the bullying tend to be social isolates (Oliver, Oaks, & Hoover, 1994;
Voellcr, 1986; Wing, 1981).
Educators must see the value of developing intervention strategics for handicapped
youth, based on their socio-emotional and educational needs. Two investigators
developed approaches meant to assist children with NLD in the class and at home (Bigler,
1990; Rourkc, personal communication, July, 1993).
It is important that parents be given appropriate feedback concerning the nature
and significance of their child's neuropsychological disabilities. It may be necessary for
parents to receive ongoing counseling and support in order to gear their expectations and
their parenting methods to fit their child's developmental needs (Strang & Rourke, 1985b).
A major issue is that children with NLD are frequently not identified as having any
outstanding educational needs and thus, they may not be involved in appropriate
educational programs. As presented in this review, children with NLD without proper
intervention are more prone to depression, anxiety, and possibly suicide, even into
adulthood (Brumback & Staton, 1982; Rourkc, Young, & Lcenaars, 1989).
Bigler developed strategies to remediate nonverbal learning disability. He felt that
students with NLD need functional academic curricula, social skills training, and adaptive
behavior training early in their school career. For children with NLD, teaching methods
such as those developed by Feuerstein (1980) and Minskoff (1980a, 1980b), along with
techniques o f visual imagery, can be beneficial. In addition, career education and career
decision-making should be an integral part of an NLD student's curriculum. Since
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students with NLD have severe visual-spatial problems, time must be allotted to provide
the amount of structured social interaction practice needed to build peer relations and
social coping skills (Weller & Strauscr, 1987).
An individual education plan (IEP) for a child with NLD should differ from one
written for a child with a verbal language disability. This is true especially in the areas of
social skills training, career training and limiting the demands of visual-spatial or
mathematical tasks (Weller & Strauscr, 1987). Due to the NLD child's lack of social
skills, Bigler recommended that considerable intervention be given in social skill training.
He also suggested provision of positive feedback with the child and the dc-cmphasizing of
grades. Educators and parents ought to approach the child's actual ability level
realistically. Goals should not be too demanding, nor should they set the child up for
failure. Tasks should be at a level where children with LD can succeed. Self-confidence
builds on successful experiences (Bigler, 1990, p. 331).
One way to accomplish these goals might be to develop tangible outreach signs of
self-esteem building with such activities as 4-H, Cubs, Brownies, church and community
activities and the use of stress-management programs and social skills training. Adults
involved with children who arc learning disabled could promote the raising of animals as a
self-esteem building exercise. Bigler suggested the use of psychotherapy to provide
nonverbal perception and processing social cue development, and he stressed the value of
role playing and videotaping. Other researchers recommended medication if a child is
severely depressed (Brumback & Staton, 1982; Temcs, Woody, & Livingston, 1986).
Rourke (personal communication, July, 1993) recommended several approaches in
his work with NLD children, based on his earlier studies (Rourke, 1989; Strang & Rourke,
1985a, 1985b). Educators should observe the child's behavior closely, especially in novel
situations. Although this would be typical of all special education students, it is
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particularly imperative to address this issue with NLD children who have extreme
difficulty coping with new occurrences. Rourke's other recommendations were to teach
the child in a systematic manner, teach the child strategics to deal with everyday events,
and teach the child processes like verbal rehearsal and self-regulation strategics (Rourkc,
personal communication, July, 1993). Children should be helped to develop verbal skills
fully and to use appropriate nonverbal behavior. Rourkc and associates suggested it
would be helpful to teach the child how to use aids to reach a specific goal, such as using
a calculator in math. Student-peer interactions should be facilitated, they suggested. The
recommendations included working closely with parents and using appropriate feedback.
Summary of Chapter
Because of its multifaceted nature and the subsequent problems in definition,
learning disabilities have become a convenient category for classifying students who have
a variety o f educational problems (Lcton, Miyamoto, & Ryckman, 1987). Definitional
problems, and consequently classification and intervention problems, arc most likely
attributable to the heterogeneity of students classified as learning disabled. A nonlearning disabled group of children identified in subtyping research certainly adds credence
to the complex issues of heterogeneity and classification. Most hypotheses of the causes
o f LD in children state that all of these children manifest some type of minimal brain
dysfunction that may not actually show up on a complex test like a CAT scan or an MRI.
Many causes of LD are presumed to be a single factor. The existence of an LD subtype
that may be caused by motivational, attitudinal, or pedagogical factors may
understandably cause some concern about the nature of LD.
A number of studies clearly illustrate the existence of three to four replicable LD
subtypes of which one, the nonverbal learning disability, is the most divergent from other
groups with LD. This is especially true since there is evidence to support the belief that
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children with NLD manifest serious internalized pathology (Rourkc, 1988b). This
internalized pathology may predispose the individual to depression and possible suicide
(Bigler, 1990; Rourke, Young, & Leenaars, 1989).
Nonverbal learning disability manifests itself across a wide range of skills and
attributes: arithmetic, social skills, prosodic speech, eye-contact, concept formation,
spatial skills development, coordination, and aspects of depression. Since this syndrome is
demonstrably different from other LD subtypes, such as a linguistic based LD, then the
intervention approaches may also differ. Certainly a student whose disability is in the
social domain will require a programming focus which differs from a student whose deficit
is primarily in basic reading.
In this study, one o f my objectives was to develop a reliable and valid screening
instrument that will allow teachers within the classroom milieu to screen for a nonverbal
learning disability. It is hoped that the nonverbal learning disability evaluation (NLDE)
scale developed through this research will facilitate the discrimination of the child with
NLD from the child with any other subtype of learning disability.

CHAPTER THREE
METHOD
In the study described below, the discriminate and ecological validity of a
nonverbal learning disability evaluation (NLDE) scale was investigated. In essence, the
investigation was designed to determine which behaviors observed by teachers serve to
discriminate between verbal and nonverbal learning disabled students, and those without
learning disabilities. The scale was designed for use by both general and special education
teachers as a screening tool for nonverbal learning disability (NLD).
The scale questions were largely derived from Hamadck and Rourke's (1994)
research-based characteristics of students with nonverbal learning disabilities. One of the
four research questions posed in Chapter One asks whether the research-based
characteristics of NLD arc ecologically observable, that is, observable within the
classroom or school-based setting. Statistical analysis of survey responses may detect
which characteristics combine to best differentiate children with NLD from other children
with learning disabilities (LD). Specifics regarding the development of the scale and the
rationale for the development of items is presented in Chapter Four, Development of the
Instrument.
Because the scale is intended as a screening device only, any children identified via
the instmment as at-risk for NLD must subsequently be referred to a school psychologist
for more in-depth assessment. Developing an instrument to screen for NLD may provide,
for a more in-depth diagnosis, thus leading to improved intervention strategies for affected
children. Previously, strategies for linguistic learning disabilities tended to be employed
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for all students with learning disabilities resulting often in inappropriate services for
children with NLD (Dcnckla, 1991).
Subjects
Student Subjects. A sample of teachers serving students with LD in North Dakota
and, indirectly, students taught by these teachers served as subjects of the investigation.
The school records of 61 students from three school districts were ultimately selected for
study. School officials previously determined that selected children with learning
disabilities (LD) met North Dakota guidelines for the disorder. Also included were
children who met the eligibility for classification as emotionally disturbed. The reason for
this is that children with NLD have a high anxiety and depression rate, and are thus often
identified as emotionally disturbed (Bigler, 1992; Rourke, 1988a).
Since there is historically a preponderance of males classified with LD,
stratification was used to assure inclusion of some females in the sample of students with
verbal learning disabilities (VLD). In the stratification process, a pool of male and female
LD students was obtained from the special education teachers in the three districts.
Kavale (1988) recommended use of a design that defines the learning-disabled sample
precisely, provides a control group and collects consistent data. Any lack of precision in
this regard means the results may not be gcneralizable or significant across groups. The
descriptive characteristics for each of the three groups of children are found in Table
Three.
The group intelligence scores for the LD children were within the normal range.
Most of the children were elementary school-age although two were in junior high. As
can be seen from the data, almost equal numbers of males and females served as subjects
in the study. Students ranged in age from 6 years one month to 14 years eight months.
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Table 3
Group characteristics of the three groups of children
Group
NLD

VLD

Non-Special Ed

N

17

26

18

Sex
Males
Females

9
8

14
12

9
9

Grade (SD)

4.7(1.3)

4.5(1.8)

Age
Mean (in months)(years) 134.9(11.2)
(19.1)
(SD)

132.7(11.1)
(24.8)

WISC III Scores (for LD children only)
102.8
VIQ mean
(11.0)
(SD)
82.2
PIQ mean
(SD)
(11.6)
92.1
FIQ mean
(11.9)
(SD)

90.7
(12.5)
98.7
(11.0)
93.5
(10.1)

2.3(1.7)

103.1(8.6)
(21.2)

Teacher Subjects. Teachers of the 61 children chosen for the study also signed
informed consent forms. A copy is found in Appendix B. Only when informed consent
was collected from both parents and teachers were files examined. The demographic
information concerning the teachers who completed the NLDE Scale is reported in Table
Four.
A preponderance o f females took part in this study. In the school systems and
schools that participated in this study, most special education teachers were female.
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Tabic 4
Descriptive Data for Teachers Completing NLDE Seales

Gender

Experience
Years of Teaching

Male

Female

N(%)

N(%)

XfSDl

6(9.8)

55 (90.2)

14.1(7.7)

Procedure
Selection of Students with NLD. Children with NLD were chosen first. These
children were the most difficult sample to obtain. Using the criteria discussed later in this
chapter, I determined that some of the potential NLD children were subsequently deemed
not NLD. Seventeen children with NLD were identified for purposes of this investigation.
Criteria for initial selection. To obtain the NLD sample, an initial screening was
conducted by special education teachers and directors of three special education systems
and school districts in North Dakota. The teachers of students with learning disabilities
were asked to assist in identifying students at risk for NLD. They reviewed the school
records o f all LD and emotionally disturbed (ED) students within their respective schools.
To determine eligibility for the study, the teachers obtained a pool of students based on
the following criteria: there existed a statistically significant difference (10 points)
between VIQ and PIQ, favoring VIQ (Wcchsler, 1989). This figure was based on the
average across all elementary ages of the Standard Error (SE) of the difference as given by
the following formula:
Difference Criteria = 64(sd^Jl - rxx - rxx ) where,
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SE = standard error of measurement of the Wechsler Scales
sd = standard deviation of the Wechsler Seales (15)
rxx = reliability of Wechsler Verbal Scale (VIQ, .94)
rxx = reliability of Wechsler Performance Seale (PIQ, .90) (Wcchlser, 1989)
1.64 = 1.64 is a multiplier z which corresponds with a 95% confidence interval.
(Ghiselli etal., 1981).
Difference Criteria = 1.64 x 15 x .4 = 9.84 or 9.8, approx. = 10. The stability coefficient
was used as an indicator of reliability.
Criteria for Final Selection. I selected the final sample of NLD students with the
assistance o f my advisor. A worksheet was developed in order to determine whether a
child demonstrated as being NLD or not. A copy of this document is found in Appendix
D. From the previously described pool of students, 17 students with NLD were chosen
using the following additional criteria: the Operations subtest score from the Key Math-R,
or the Computation subtest score from the TOMA-2, or the Calculation subtest score
from the WJB-R achievement section arithmetic score had to have been at least one
standard deviation below the VIQ score; some indication from referral documents or
behavior checklists must have been present that a student had experienced socio-emotional
problems, such as; poor peer relationships, aggression, or withdrawal in class or on the
school grounds; problems with handwriting; and, evidence for spelling problems.
If students had the ten points or more split on the VIQ and PIQ intelligence scores,
problems in math, and social problems, then the student was selected for this study. If any
two o f the previous three characteristics occurred and any two of the three problems in
spelling, writing, or motor problems, then the child was then considered a candidate for
this study. The files of referred students were reviewed for this information.
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Selection of Children with VLD. Children with linguistic LD were then selected
by the special education teachers. I asked for a sample of equal numbers of typical
linguistically learning disabled children from any grade level and each teacher was asked to
fill in the NLDE scale on one girl and one boy from their caseloads. Specifically, in a
letter, teachers were asked to identify a typical male and female reading-disabled student,
whom they knew well, from among those served.
Twenty-six linguistic-based LD children were selected by the special education
teachers, according to the following criteria: the VIQ was significantly greater than the
PIQ at the .05 alpha level as calculated via the standard error of the difference; the
children had to manifest problems in vocabulary development and in reading
comprehension as measured by the WIAT or WRMT-R total reading score that were one
standard deviation below PIQ; and students were not to have manifested serious math
problems or their math problems were deemed less severe than were their reading
problems (by participating LD teachers).
Research on children with NLD indicates that the ratio of male-to-female is 1-to-1
(Dcnckla, 1991). This differs considerably from the usual 4-to-l ratio of male-to-female
for linguistic-based learning disabilities. The final sample mix of students is listed below:
17 children with NLD

(9 males and 8 females)

26 linguistic-based LD children.

(14 males and 12 females)

Selection of non-special education student (Non-LD). Finally, 18 non-LD or nonlabeled children were selected by general education teachers. These students had to
exhibit the following criteria: they experienced little academic difficulty in school and
exhibited no socio-emotional problems. The criteria were essentially assumptions based
on the fact that the students were not receiving LD or ED services. This sample was
collected as follows: an elementary school in one of the districts was selected at random.
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All elementary teachers were asked to fill out the NLDE Seale on one female and one
male student.
Non-LD children exhibited at least average performance in reading, written
expression, math, and social development. School officials determined that these children
had never been recommended for special education assessment, and that they were
progressing in school in an age-and grade-appropriate manner. Teachers were asked to
select students with average ability with whom they were very familiar. I did not deem
FSIQ necessary for the control group, as they were assumed to be at age-and gradeappropriate achievement and behavior levels. In addition, it is unlikely that this data
would have been available on students never referred for special services. A group of
non-LD children represented the control group of 18 children:
18 non-labelcd students

(9 males and 9 females)

Data Collection
After subjects selection, NLDE scales were sent to teachers whose LD students
were given parental permission to take part in this study.

Before obtaining the pool of

LD students for the investigation informed consent was obtained from all parents who
agreed to have their children participate. As confidentiality was a key issue, all
participants were advised that their names, and the names of the school and school district
would be kept confidential. Data were reported only in aggregate form.
Administration of the Survey
Either by mail or in person, the researcher gave the teachers of all 61 children the
Nonverbal Learning Disabilities Evaluation (NLDE) scale to fill out. After completion,
the form was mailed back to the investigator in a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Nonverbal Learning Disability Evaluation scales were only completed by teachers of
children selected via the process delineated above.
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Data Analysis
Inter-rater Reliability. To accomplish this, the files of 53% of the students
screened for final selection for NLD by one of the two researchers were reviewed by the
other. Agreement was defined as the situation where both observers classified a student as
NLD or non-NLD. Percent agreements were calculated for (a) designation as LD and
(b) the specific criteria for selection. Results are reported in Chapter Five, based on the
following formula:
[ agreements (NLD v LD) ] X 100
agreement + disagreements
Internal Consistency. Cronbach's Alpha procedure was used to measure the
homogeneity o f the NLDE scale. Cronbach's Alpha is the average between all possible
split half correlations and is a measure of internal consistency or reliability for the NLDE
scale.
ANOVA. A general linear model (GLM) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was also
completed in order to determine whether group means on the NLDE Scale were
significantly different with Tukey pairwise comparisons calculated post-hoc to the
ANOVA. If the discriminate functions analysis (DFA) proved significant, it would reveal
which items lend validity to the significant discriminate function.
Discriminative Solutions. The SAS program CANDISC was used to calculate
canonical functions which maximize the Mahalanobis distances between group centroids
and provide a statistical test of the significance of these distances. This was followed up
with the SAS DISCRIM procedure which uses the above discriminate functions to sort
subjects into groups. To determine discriminative ability of the proposed NLDE scale, a
discriminate functions analysis (DFA) (SAS, 1990) was performed on data to ascertain
whether or not the scale discriminated between the non-LD control group and the two
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LD groups. These mathematically-derived groups are subsequently compared to original
designations (NLD vs. VLD vs. Non-LD). In addition, these procedures treatments
(DFA) reveal the basis on which the discrimination was made; that is, it answered the
following question; On which items, or classification of items, did the three research
groups vary most widely? This question is answered by looking at the loadings on the
discriminate solutions. Descriptive data for items were also provided.
Instrumentation
A newly developed instrument for purposes of this dissertation necessitated a
separate Chapter Four called The Development of the Instrument. This chapter clearly
outlines the rationale and procedures employed in the development of this scale.
Summary
Chapter Three describes the selection of subjects and the use of data analysis in
order to address the four research questions posed in Chapter One. The chapter illustrates
the processes used in working with school districts, parents, and teachers.

CHAPTER FOUR
DEVELOPMENT OF THE INSTRUMENT
The Nonverbal Learning Disability Evaluation (NLDE) scale is based on indicators
o f the syndrome culled from a review of the literature (c.f., Grace & Malloy, 1992;
Hamadek & Rourke, 1994; Rourkc, 1982, 1987, 1988a, 1988b, 1989, 1991a; Tranel,
Hall, Olson, & Tranel, 1987; Vocllcr, 1986; Weintraub & Mcsulam, 1983). The scale has
46 statements, each derived by considering whether: (a) the behavior or trait appeared in
the NLD subtyping research, (b) found systematically lacking in the NLD group, but
present in the VLD group; (c) the behavior or trait was readily observable in classrooms.
Drawing from my 30 years of educational experience, I based the questions on behaviors 1
knew would be observable within the milieu of the school, and required no special training
on the part o f observers. Scores on the scale were set to range from 0-3, with 0 applying
to a behavior never having being observed or no chance to observe, 1 applying to a
behavior rarely occurring, 2 applying to a behavior occurring inconsistently, and 3,
referring to behaviors seen frequently.
Forty-six items were developed (50 were developed originally but four were
dropped after the piloting procedure) to address children's development in the following
areas: (a) social (12 questions), (b) language (11 questions), (c) motor (6 questions), (d)
mathematics / spatial (9 questions), (c) conceptual (3 questions), and (f) nonverbal
communication (5 questions). All questions were based on the principle identifying
features o f NLD (Hamadek & Rourke, 1994). What follows in Table Five is a list of
items from the NLDE Seale and the research sources for each item. Also found in the
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Table 5
Rcscarch review derivation of NLDE items

Domain: Social

Study

% Clear Rating

Item
20. facial expressions

(Voellcr, 1986, 1991).

94%

21. hand and body gestures

(Vocllcr, 1986, 1991).

93%

22. social distance

(Trancl, Hall, Olson, & Trancl, 1987;
Wiener, 1980).

91%

25. sense of humor

(Rourke, 1988b).

26. prosodic speech

(Dcnckla, 1991; Vocllcr, 1986, 1991).

91%

27. social uses for speech

(Trancl, Hall, Olson, & Trancl, 1987).

94%

28. social uses for speech

(Dcnckla, 1991; Vocllcr, 1991).

97%

37. social sensitivity

(Denckla, 1991;
Trancl, Hall, Olson, & Trancl, 1987;
Vocllcr, 1986).

96%

38. social judgment

(Dcnckla, 1991;
Trancl, Hall, Olson, & Trancl, 1987;
Voellcr, 1986).

91%

100%

39. social intcraction/social graces (Dcnckla, 1991;
Trancl, Hall, Olson, & Trancl, 1987;
Voellcr, 1986).

91%

41. maintains friendships

(Casey, Rourke, & Picard, 1991;
Rourke, 1988b)

91%

46. age-appropriate behavior
when dealing with peers

(Voellcr, 1991; Wiener, 1980).

94%
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Tabic 5 (continued)
Laneuaec
2. distinguish between sounds

(Hamadek & Rourkc, 1994).

93%

3. handwriting or printing

(Hamadek & Rourkc, 1994).

91%

4. one-to-two step directions

(Rourkc, 1988b).

97%

5. simple, rote memory skills

(Rourkc, 1988b).

91%

6. sounds out words

(Rourkc, 1988b).

96%

7. correctly spells words

(Casey, Rourkc, & Picard, 1991).

8. phonetically spelling errors

(Rourkc, 1988b).

94%

9. listen to the spoken word

(Rourkc, 1988b).

91%

10. talks a lot

(Trancl, Hall, Olson, & Tranel, 1987).

91%

29. handwriting is legible

(Hamadek & Rourkc, 1994; Rourkc, 1988b). 94%

30. reading comprehension

(Hamadek & Rourkc, 1994; Rourkc, 1988b). 91%

100%

Motor
1. gross motor skills

(Grace & Malloy, 1992; Voellcr, 1986).

91%

11. well-coordinated

(Vocllcr, 1986).

91%

12. fine-motor coordination

(Voellcr, 1986).

91%

14. student likes to draw

(Rourke, 1988b).

97%

15. student can copy

(Casey, Rourkc, & Picard, 1991).

91%

19. physical activity

(Dcnckla, 1978).

94%
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Tabic 5 (continued)
Mathematics
31. computation (arithmetic) skills (Badian, 1983, 1986; Dcnckla, 1991).

91%

2. mathematical reasoning

(Badian, 1983, 1986; Dcnckla, 1991;
Vocllcr, 1986).

91%

33. concepts of time

(Badian, 1983, 1986; Dcnckla, 1991;
Vocllcr, 1986).

94%

34. concepts of measurement

(Badian, 1983, 1986; Dcnckla, 1991;
Vocllcr, 1986).

94%

35. concept of money

(Badian, 1983, 1986; Dcnckla, 1991;
Vocllcr, 1986).

94%

13. visually discerns
(Rourkc, 1988b).
two similar objects from a group of others

91%

16. memorizes information
presented visually

(Casey, Rourkc, & Picard, 1991).

100%

44. knows right from left

(Dcnckla, 1991).

100%

45. follow a road map

(Dcnckla, 1991).

96%

24. cause-effect relationships

(Casey, Rourkc, & Picard, 1991;
Hamadek & Rourkc, 1994).

94%

17. novel (new or unusual)
experiences,

(Casey, Rourkc, & Picard, 1991;
Rourkc, 1988b).

96%

18. curiosity about the
environment

(Hamadek & Rourkc, 1994)

94%

(Trancl, Hall, Olson, & Trancl, 1987;
Vocllcr, 1986).

93%

Conceptual

Nonverbal Communication
23. nonverbal cues of rejection
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Table 5 (concluded)
40. maintains eye contact

(Ross, 1981; Weintraub & Mcsulam, 1983).

96%

36. can't adapt to novel
(new or unusual) situations

(Hamadek & Rourkc, 1994; Rourkc, 1988b)

91%

42. appears relaxed and calm

(Vocllcr, 1986).

100%

43. personal hygiene skills

(Vocllcr, 1991).

96%

tabic is the percentage of pilot subjects rating each item as clear (described below). The
exact wording of each item can be seen in Appendix A.
1 chose to use a modified Likert-type question scale due to ease of completion; the
aim was to allow teachers to complete the scale in under 20 minutes. Second, only four
numerical choices were given instead of the usual five, thus reducing the number of
choices so that the scale is easier to score but still gives reliable results. The use of four
choices removed the middle choice that respondents sometimes select as an easy way of
answering, if they feel ambivalent about the question. Last, the use of this type of scale is
considered to be a reliable and valid approach for obtaining screening information
(Ghisclli, Campbell &Zcdcck, 1981).
Pilot Study
The NLDE scale underwent two revisions during initial development. Forty-four
in-service teachers who were also graduate students in an assessment class at the
University of North Dakota (UND) evaluated two early versions of the scale for wording.
Pilot participants evaluated the instrument with a dichotomized scale using the criteria of
(1) clear or (0) unclear. Participants read each question and determined if the question
was clear to them; if not, they were asked to indicate in writing why the question wasn't
clear.
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This procedure was utilized to determine the readability and clarity of items.
Percentages of "clear" ratings for each question were calculated. A rating of 90% or
greater was taken to indicate that the question was clear. Items receiving 90% or better
clear ratings were kept as originally worded. Any questions receiving a rating of 89% or
less were reworded to improve clarity.
Items were then re-administered to the same group of graduate students to assess
clarity o f revisions. Using this method, 27 of the original items were revised and four
unclear questions (those with "clear" ratings less than 90%) upon the second
administration were eliminated from the scale. All items used for the study met the 90%
or better criteria. These data arc shown in Table Five.
Directionality
Generally speaking, items were phrased so that higher scores were associated with
more age-normative behavior and lower scores reflected school difficulties. Two items
did not fit this pattern; variables 8 and 10 and were thus reverse-coded prior to analyses
where this was required. The final expectation was that subjects with NLD would score
very low compared to non-LD individuals.
Summaty
I saw a need to develop an instrument in order to screen for nonverbal learning
disabilities in classrooms. Many children in schools are not receiving the proper
educational interventions especially in areas of socio-cmotional development with respect
to other subtypes of learning disabilities (Badian, 1986, 1992; Bigler, 1992; Foss, 1992;
Frost, MofTitt, & McGee, 1989; Sprecn, 1989; White, Moffitt, & Silva, 1992).
In the development of the instrument, 50 items were first derived and after two
pilot studies the final version of the instrument resulted in four items being dropped. This
investigation hence is based on a 46 items NLDE scale.

CHAPTER FIVE
RESULTS
This chapter is organized around the four research questions proposed in Chapter
One. In an initial section, reliability data arc presented. The first question deals with the
existence o f a statistically reliable and valid screening instrument for use in the classroom
based on extant research. That is, can mean differences between scores be obtained for
nonverbal learning disabilities (NLD), verbal learning disabilities (VLD), and non-special
education students (Non-LD), on the overall NLDE scale?
The second, third, and fourth questions require a two-part stage in multivariate
analysis in order to be addressed. The second question asks whether the screening device
produces a discriminant solution which significantly discriminates between children with
NLD versus children with VLD and those without learning disabilities (Non-LD). A
canonical discriminant analysis via the SAS CANDISC (1990) procedure was calculated
to answer this question. This was followed by the SAS DISCRJM (1990) procedure
wherein the solution is used to group students. The statistically-generated groupings are
often compared to the a-priori group designations.
The third research question focused on which items from the screening device
contributed most to a significant discriminant solution. This question was answered by
means o f an examination of loadings on the canonical structure calculated via the SAS
CANDISC procedure.
The fourth question considered in this chapter concerns the percentage of a-priori
defined eases which can be correctly sorted using the best discriminant solution. The SAS
DISCRIM (1990) procedure was utilized to categorize cases based on the discriminant
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solution; these results were compared to the original designations (NLD, VLD, and NonLD).
Reliability Data
Inter-rater Reliability
The inter-rater reliability is used in the subject selection process only. In selecting
student files to make up the NLD sample, two observers independently looked at the data.
Assessment data and referral forms were analyzed by the two observers. The inter-rater
reliability information is based on the following formula;
[agreements (NLD vs LD] X 100
agreements + disagreements
8 x100 =89%
8+1
The inter-rater reliability is 89%.
Internal Consistency Reliability
Items can obviously be combined to produce a significant difference between
groups. To what degree are the items, however, intercorrclated? To answer this
question, I used Cronbach's Alpha (Cronbach, 1951). Cronbach’s Alpha is the average of
all possible split-half combinations. It is the ratio of the summed variance of individual
test items and variance of the total test score, and is a measure of the degree to which
scales are interrelated. Cronbach's alpha from this scale is, a = .9299 or .93. This total
test correlation is high. It is indicative of a measure that most items on the scale are
related to one another. The issue that the instrument is a reliable one is important before
any other analyses arc completed.
Research Question One
What arc the mean differences between NLD, VLD, and non-special education
students (Non-LD) on the overall scale or on individual scale items?

An analysis of
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variance (ANOVA ) utilizes the means of the total test score (of all 46 items) and
compares this new mean to the means of each of the three groups (NLD, VLD, and NonLD). This ANOVA was calculated via the General Linear Model procedure (SAS, 1990)
and addressed this question. As can be seen in Table Six, the ANOVA was significant,
indicating that at least two of the means were different from each other. Tukey's pairwise
comparison technique was employed as a post-hoc test with which to evaluate NLD
versus VLD, VLD versus non-special education , and NLD versus non-special education;
all differences were significant (Qn LDv.VLD) = 4.866, critical value 4.37, a = .01, df
3,58; QvLDv.Non-LD = ] 1-36, QNLDv.Non-LD = 7-73)Table 6
ANOVA and Descriptive Results for the Total NLDE Seale (Between Groups)

ANOVA Table
Source

SS

Group 1

4.99

Error7

4.33

MS

F

U

2

2.49

33.42

0.0001

58

0.07

df

Descriptive Results
GrouD1*3

N

Mean

SD

NLD

17

2.05

0.33

VLD

26

2.34

0.29

Non-LD

18

2.79

0.16

1Between group (NLD, VLD, Not-LD) effect; treated as a bctwccn-subjccts effect.
^Between subject, within group, variability was employed as the error term.
3All group differences exceeded the calculated critical Tukey's pairwise comparison Qs.
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The NLD group of children manifested the lowest mean and the non-LD group
the highest mean. The overall values of the NLDE scale significantly separated NLD,
VLD, and Non-LD children. While it is established that the NLDE scale scores are
significantly different for each group, at least two issues remain to be addressed. First, is
it reasonable (or not) to treat the scale as univariate (which the above statistical model
docs)? Second, which individual items lend the most variability to discriminating members
o f the three groups from one another?
Research Questions Two and Three
In order to address these two questions, I used a series of multivariate analyses.
These analyses will answer the following two research questions. (1) Docs the instrument
produce a discriminant solution which significantly discriminates between NLD children
versus LD children with verbal disabilities and those without learning disabilities? (2)
Which items from the screening instrument contribute most to a significant solution? A
canonical discriminant function analysis calculated via the SAS CANDISC (1990)
procedure was employed to address this question.
Canonical Discriminant Function Analysis
Significance Test
A significant canonical discriminant function (A [df 92] = 6.3130, p < .0001) was
observed. This means that a linear combination of the 46 variables in the instrument could
be calculated which produced distances between the three multivariate group centroids of
such a magnitude that the solution was unlikely to have been a chance occurrence.
The canonical solution which maximized Mahalanobis distances between group
centroids was made up of two functions. The highest item loadings (canonical functionitem correlations) arc shown in Table Seven. These loadings allow for the characterization
o f each function.
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Loadings
The items which have the largest loadings on the two canonical combined factors
(Canl and Can2) are shown in Table Seven. The items are listed in the order of the
dimensions o f the loading (item canonical discriminant correlations) on each variable.
Loadings arc provided for items which correlate .30 or above on each canonical function.
Table 7
Canonical loadings of selected variables for a two-factor canonical discriminant analysis

NLDE Scale Variable

Canl Loading

Can 2 Loading

Gross motor skills

.626

.358

12.

Fine motor skills

.560

.396

15.

Can copy

.516

.421

11.

Well coordinated

.380

.460

Handwriting and printing

.354

.473

36.

Adapt to unusual situations

.321

.545

23.

Nonverbal cues

.319

-

13.

Visual discerning

.307

.387

22.

Appropriate distance in soc. int.

.304

-

-

.547

1.

3.

7.

Spells correctly

3.

Handwriting and printing

.354

.473

11.

Well-coordinated

.380

.460

29.

Handwriting is legible

-

.456

Phonetic spelling errors

-

.439

Money concepts

-

.433

8.
35.
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Table 7 (continued)
_

.433

Child appears relaxed

-

.423

Mathematical reasoning

-

.415

Responds to simple directions

-

.413

38.

Social judgment

-

.406

16.

Visual memory

-

.402

19.

Interest in physical activity

-

.395

Auditory memory

-

.393

Social uses for speech

-

.393

34.

Concepts of measurement

42.
32.
4.

5.
27.

Canonical variable one appears to be indicative of motor, visual, and nonverbal
behaviors; Canonical variable two appears to primarily associate these same skills applied
to classroom settings; plus, Can2 is clearly associated with arithmetic-based items. It is
readily apparent that there is a great deal of overlap between CAN1 and CAN2.
In Table Eight, group scores on each canonical function are shown. These scores
reflect group outcomes on the canonical function and arc derived by multiplying the
original scale score by a scoring coefficient which produced the canonical solution. These
scores arc then summed across items and averaged within groups.
Means
NLD children clearly scored extremely low compared to the other groups. The
non-LD group is almost at the mean (0), whereas the VLD group mean is high on the
motor/social aspects of the variables.
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Tabic 8
Class Means on Canonical Variables

Can2
(Classroom. Language, Math. Social)

Category

Canl
(Motor)

NLD

-9.231

-2.70

VLD

6.02

-2.23

Non-LD

-0.49

5.62

1Scores represent sum (function coefficients x scale score) /number of subjects in group.
Summary
It appears that the discrimination between NLD and both contrast groups was
accomplished via Can 1; the solution required Can2 to discriminate the LD groups from
the non-LD group.
Research Question Four
The last research question addresses this issue: since we have a discriminate
difference, exactly how is this accomplished in the original sample? In other words, what
percentage of a-priori defined eases can be correctly sorted using the best discriminant
solution? A (SAS, 1990) discriminant function analysis addressed this question in Table
Nine.
The discriminant function calculated correctly classified 100% of all subjects that
were originally classified a priori into the three groups; NLD, VLD, and Not-LD. The
categories were, in essence, reproduced via the discriminant functions solution.
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Tabic 9
Number of observations and percent classified into CAT via DISCRIM procedure.

CAT

A Priori

NLD

VLD

NLD

17
(100)

Non-LD

0

0

VLD

0

26
(100)

0

Non-LD

0

0

18
(100)

Classification

Null Hypotheses
Related to the answers to these four questions are the analyses of the three null
hypotheses. The following statements refer to these hypotheses:
(1)

Since there is a significant difference between the means of the NLD children,
VLD children and the children with no special education problems, then the first
null hypothesis is rejected.

(2)

Since the principal discriminant function for the three groups is significant, the
second null hypothesis is rejected.

(3)

Since the three groups can be accurately sorted via the NLDE Scale, the third null
hypothesis is rejected.
Summary
The inter-rater reliability is lower than would be expected, but the small sample

numbers may affect this reliability. Secondly, some o f the cut-off scores required to
group students, for example, in mathematics, raises the key question: exactly what
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constitutes a math disorder? This question was difficult to answer in a consistent manner
between three different school districts. One reliability measure (Cronbach's Alpha) was
calculated from the NLDE scale. The scale was internally consistent; that is, items in a
sense appeared to be measuring one trait.
ANOVA and Tukey's pair-wise comparisons were employed to determine whether
members of the three groups scored differently from one another on the NLDE. Results
indicated that this was the ease; a significant difference accrued between all three groups.
A more refined analysis was conducted in order to determine how items could be
combined to maximize group differences. A significant two-function DFA resulted.
Loadings of items on functions were presented.
The SAS DISCRIM (1990) procedure was employed to determine whether (or
not) the DFA solution could be employed to categorize groups. The DFA categories
matched a-priori categories perfectly. Chapter Six provides further review and
interpretations of data presented in this chapter.

CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to preliminarily determine the validity of the
Nonverbal Learning Disabilities Evaluation (NLDE) scale as a classroom screening
instrument. A measure of internal consistency reliability was also collected (Cronbach,
1951). The validity or usefulness of the instrument was measured by a variety of
statistical procedures including a bctwccn-grcup, one-way ANOVA, canonical
discriminant functions analysis (CANDISC; SAS, 1990), and the SAS DISCRIM
procedure. The latter two procedures arc hereafter collectively referred to as DFA.
Selection of NLDE items was based on a review of the literature; social, arithmetic,
motor, and spelling language domains were represented (See Chapter Four) (c.f. Badian,
1983, 1986; Denckla, 1991, 1993; Grace & Malloy, 1992; Hamadek & Rourke, 1994;
Trancl, Hall, Olson, & Tranel, 1987; Vocllcr, 1986, 1991).
Students from three school districts in North Dakota were selected for inclusion in
this study. Special education teachers selected one group of children who, on a priori
basis, were thought to be NLD. These children were then included in the investigation
after parental permission to study their assessment and IEP files was received. A total of
17 students were considered as having a nonverbal learning disability (NLD) for the
purpose of this investigation. The special education teachers of these students were then
asked to complete NLDE scales for each individual student. A group of children was
selected whose learning disabilities were of the more common variety, that is to say,
disabled in language or reading (Lyon & Risucci, 1988). Special education teachers also
completed scales for these children and returned them to me. An elementary school was
100
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randomly chosen in one of the participating school districts and teachers in all grades were
asked to fill in the scale on one male and one female thought to be academically average
and not receiving nor under consideration for special education services. This chapter is
organized around the following major subject sections: interrater reliability, internal
consistency reliability, the discussion of the four research questions, criteria for evaluation
o f an instrument, conclusions, limitations, implications, and recommendations.
Summary and Discussion of Findings
The initial finding is that NLD can be discriminated from LD, both via treating the
instrument as a univariate scale and through DFA. This renders support to past subtyping
research which posits a separate NLD type. In this sense, the findings here arc in accord
with the body of research reviewed in Chapter Two.
Inter-rater reliability deals with the selection process in determining the cases for
inclusion in the study. Internal consistency reliability relates to the internal structure of the
instrument itself.
Inter-Rater Reliability
Inter-rater reliability of .89, based on nine eases, was observed to be on the low
side. It is possible that the small sample of NLD students may contribute to this. Criteria
as to what constitutes a math disorder or handwriting disorder proved difficult to discern
from information in the files. For example, it required some discussion to determine
whether math scores should be compared to norms or to the VIQ. These factors
contribute to the low inter-rater reliability. However, the primary and reliability observer
only disagreed on one ease; hence, the result is mostly a function of low numbers.
Internal Consistency Reliability
Cronbach's Alpha (1951) which is concerned with the internal consistency o f the
scale, is the average of all possible split-half correlations of the variables (Salvia &
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Ysscldykc, 1991). A Cronbach’s Alpha of .93 was observed. Scores in the .90s arc
indicative of an instrument with considerable internal consistency (on the selection of NLD
eases).
These data confirm that the NLDE scale is a reliable instrument. It is also possible
that the scale can be written with fewer variables and still retain the internal consistency.
The three highest loadings on Canl together with all the loadings higher than .4 on Can2
can be reanalyzed. This is another research project for the future.
Research Questions
The research questions will be answered in the following manner: the initial
question will be dealt with first. Questions two, three, and four will be dealt with
collectively as they arc very closely related to one another.
Question Number One: What are the mean differences between NLD, VLD, and
non-LD students on the overall scale? Means were subjected to an ANOVA followed by
Tukey pairwise comparisons; the three groups proved to be significantly different from
one another. The NLD mean of 2.05 (sd = 0.33) was the lowest, followed by the VLD
mean o f 2.34 (sd = 0.29), with the non-LD mean of 2.79 (sd = 0.16) the highest. These
results are in the expected direction because the instrument was designed such that low
scores would be indicative of a student with NLD characteristics. Areas in which these
students display deficits were selected for inclusion; for example, math, motor problems,
and social skill development (Casey, Rourkc, & Picard, 1991; Del Dotto, Fisk, MeFadden,
& Rourkc, 1991; Denckla, 1991, 1993; Hamadek & Rourkc, 1994). Conversely, non-LD
students should exhibit a mean that is higher than the other two LD means. This proved to
be so. Initial item selection was successful in that scale items produced significantly lower
scores for students with NLD.
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One of the key issues in the development of this scale is the practical significance
of mean scores. In other words, docs a cut-off point on these scales exist which could be
employed by practitioners to determine that a student requires more in-depth evaluation by
a psychologist due to NLD status? A cut-off score could be derived by the following
formula:
Cut-off Score = Mean VLD - [l.64(sd^/l

)], where

sd y l - rxx, = SEM; the standard error of measurement
Mean VLD = mean score of VLD students
1.64 = 1.64 is a multiplier z which corresponds with 95% confidence interval
(Ghisclli ct al., 1981)
sd = standard deviation of the NLD mean
i*xx = Cronbach’s Alpha (reliability)
The result is calculated as follows: 2.34-1.64 x .33 x .28 = 2.19
The VLD mean was used because this group scored closest to the NLD mean,
making it a natural comparison group. Any score of 2.19 or less may be indicative of an
at-risk child who therefore should be referred for further assessment for NLD by a
psychologist. The NLDE Seale can be used to screen children with NLD from children
with LD or non-LD children. Cut-off figures for LD, generally, could also conceivably be
developed; for example, using the same logic, a cutoff score for LD vs Non-LD would be
2.65. The use of mean scores treats the data as univariate. A more sophisticated analysis
is accomplished by use of multivariate approaches such as discriminant functions analysis
(DFA).
Research Questions Two. Three, and Four
These three questions are clearly related and arc considered as a single entity for
discussion purposes. They arc included here for reference. Question two is: Docs the
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screening instrument produce a discriminate solution which significantly discriminates
between VLD children and children with verbal disabilities and those without learning
disabilities? Question three is: Which items from the screening instrument contribute
most to a significant discriminant solution? Question four is: What percentage of a priori
defined cases can be correctly sorted using the best discriminant solution?
Docs the instrument produce a discriminant solution: if so. which items contribute
to this solution, and which percentage of a priori eases can be correctly sorted using the
best discriminant solution?

A canonical discriminant functions analysis resulted in two

discriminant functions: Can 1 and Can2. Can 1 was exemplified by motor and nonverbal
behaviors and Can 2 was associated with language and applied mathematics behaviors,
especially those found within classrooms. Many Can 1 variables also loaded on Can2. The
first canonical discriminant function was necessary to distinguish NLD from the other two
groups as shown in Table Seven. The distinguishing characteristics needed to establish
this separation are the motor variables. Can2 primarily discriminates children with LD
(both NLD and VLD) from non-LD children. The distinguishing characteristics needed to
establish this separation arc language and applied mathematics found within classrooms.
This was not an original purpose for the instrument. It is possible that Canl can actually
be subsumed by Can2, hence, there may only be one solution to this functions analysis.
The efficacy of this approach can be tested via a SPSSX Alpha Factor Analysis (1988). A
Scree method (Cattcll, 1966) was used to select the number of intcrpretablc factors. The
scree plot, shown in Figure One suggested that the NLDE scale has only one factor
(Eigenvalue 12.92, accounting for 28.7 percent measured variance).
Factor loadings arc shown in Table Ten. These loadings represent the correlation
between items (treated as individual variables) and the principal factor. The SPSSX
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Factors

Figure 1. Scree plot of eigenvalues for the first 12 factors in the correlation matrix

program derives these figures by calculating a factor score for each subject and then
correlating the original scale score with the newly-derived factor score.
Thirty-seven out of forty-six items are loaded on the factor. Thus, it seems that
the scale measures only one factor consisting of skills in motor, mathematics, nonverbal
ability, and language development. This cannot be Spearman's "gll (general intelligence)
because the groups were commensurate on intelligence. The highest loadings arc for
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Tabic 10
Factor loadings of selected variables for a single-factor alpha factor analysis

Variable with Brief Description

Factor Loadings

Grade-appropriate handwriting skills.

.76

40.

Maintains eye contact.

.76

42.

Student is relaxed and calm.

.74

15.

Student can copy visually presented material.

.72

21.

Understands hand and body gestures.

.69

29.

Student's handwriting is legible.

.69

36.

Student can adapt to novel situations.

.67

20.

Student understands facial expressions.

.66

Age-appropriate gross motor skills.

.65

Fine-motor coordination is age-appropriate.

.63

Spells correctly.

.62

33.

Understands concept of time.

.62

35.

Understands concept of money.

.59

5.

Age-appropriate memory skills.

.58

11.

Well-coordinated for age.

.58

25.

Sense o f humor.

.57

27.

Social uses for speech (responds to question).

.57

28.

Social uses of speech (asks a question).

.57

39.

Social interaction and social graces.

.56

30.

Reading comprehension is comparable

3.

1.
12.
7.

to decoding skills.

.56
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Table 10 (continued)
32.

Mathematical reasoning.

.55

41.

Maintains friendships.

.53

Phonetic spelling errors.

.53

24.

Understands cause-effect relationships.

.53

13.

Visually discerns two objects from each other.

.51

19.

Student shows an interest in physical activity.

.50

14.

Student likes to draw.

.49

37.

Social sensitivity.

.49

38.

Social judgment.

.48

31.

Grade level computational skills.

.47

34.

Understands concepts of measurement.

.47

18.

Student displays curiosity of the environment.

.47

26.

Normal prosodic speech.

.45

Student can listen to attend to the spoken word.

.43

45.

Student can follow a road map.

.43

43.

Age-appropriate hygiene skills.

.42

Student can sound out words.

.41

8.

9.

6.

variables assessing motor and nonverbal aspects of learning. These findings arc consistent
with research demonstrating that children with NLD had problems in motor control
(Hamadek & Rourkc, 1994), mathematics (Badian, 1983, 1986), nonverbal learning
(Denckla, 1991, 1993), and exhibited near normal skills in reading, decoding and language
development (Rourkc, 1987, 1989).
To check whether these generalizations as presented in the last paragraph hold for
the present circumstances, average item differences between NLD and non-LD subjects
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were calculated. Variables showing the greatest differences were, (7) student correctly
spells words at grade level (d = 1.02), (11) student is well-coordinated for her/his age (d =
1.35), and (15) student can copy (d = 1.24).

Those showing the least between-group

differences were (6) student correctly sounds out words during oral reading (d = .02), (9)
student can listen to and attend to the spoken word (d = .42), and (25) student
demonstrates a sense of humor (d = .41). There is some consistency with the published
research, especially in the areas of motor and language development. In other words,
based on this study, findings were consistent between students with NLD and other LD
children in the areas that differentiate NLD children from all other students in the areas of:
spelling, and motor or coordination problems ( Dcnckla, 1991; Grace & Malloy, 1992;
Hamadek & Rourkc, 1994). Students with NLD characteristics frequently have nearnormal spelling and reading abilities (Casey, Rourke, & Picard, 1991; Hamadek &
Rourke, 1994).
The existence of a unitary factor is consistent with the intent and inherent structure
o f the scale; that is, it was designed to measure nonverbal learning disabilities based on
extant research (Dcnckla, 1991; Grace & Malloy, 1992; Hamadek & Rourkc, 1994;
Rourkc, 1988a; Vocller, 1986, 1991). This instrument is intended to be a screening device
to determine if a child may have the profile for NLD. Factor one is a measure of the total
scale. The fact that most variables intcrcorrclatcd is probably due to the NLD students’
performance pattern. That is, the scale measures a general NLD structure. The typically
high correlation between spelling, motor, math, and social skills was presumably observed
due to the specific brain anomalies of children with NLD.
The fact that the ANOVA and factor analysis assumes the scale has a unitary
structure while the discriminant functions analysis treats the scale as having two "factors"
or functions is perfectly reasonable because the discriminant functions analysis produces a
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solution discriminating all three groups. However, in practical use, the instrument is
intended only to discriminate NLD from all other students.
In revising this instrument, I would remove the following variables because none of
them loaded on either Canl or Can2 or on Factor 1 of the factor analysis (FA) above a
0.30 level: (4) student responds to simple, or two-step directions, (1) student talks a lot,
(26) student demonstrates prosodic voice modulation, (44) student knows right from left,
and (46) student demonstrates age-appropriate behavior. By removing these variables, a
more manageable scale size of 41 items would be attained.
All students were classified correctly by the CANDISC procedure. Selection of
items based on a review of the NLD literature led to successful discrimination of children
with NLD from all other students. This process was probably enhanced by piloting the
instrument carefully for wording.
A few items did not correlate very highly with other items, nor did they lend
meaningful variance to the DFA. Some of the variables may not have been seen in the age
range of children used in this study. Other variables may have been considered too
difficult for some younger students. That is, some of the variables were almost always
marked as a "0" by the classroom teacher when the child was in kindergarten or grade
one. It is possible that some of the children in these grades had not reached the
developmental stage necessary for the teacher to clearly ascertain if the child did or did not
attain the skills in question. These were: (2) student is able to distinguish between
sounds, (14) student likes to draw, (29) student's handwriting is legible, (30) student's
reading comprehension is comparable to skill level in sounding out words, (31) student
exhibits grade level computational skills, and (45) student can follow a road map and can
locate places geographically.

no
The scale may get by with as few items as 18 (3 highest Canl variables and the 15
highest Can2 loadings) for the final scale, especially as it is designed to be a screening
instrument. A Cronbach's alpha of .89 was calculated on this combination of variables.
In fact, if this reliability is adjusted via the Spearman-Brown method (rea d ju sted ] = 2
rxx /I + rxx) (Ghisclli, Campbell, & Zcdcck, 1981), reliability increases to 0.93.

Hence,

there is no loss of reliability by reducing the scale item content to 18 variables.
Criteria for Evaluation of an Instrument
There are several criteria for evaluating an assessment instrument as identified by
McLoughlin and Lewis (1990). The first criterion states that the test must fit the purpose
o f assessment. To meet the criteria, information gained from the assessment must answer
the research question. The use of factor analysis and canonical discriminant analsysis
helped derive solutions to answer the research questions. The investigation through the
use of statistical procedures did address all research questions hypothesized in this study
with significant results.
The second criteria concerned the appropriateness of the assessment to the student
and tester. Although this question was never analyzed in this study, it was considered in
the development of the instrument. The scoring system is very easy and there is really no
major intrusion into the lives of students or teachers. Technical adequacy is the third and
fourth criterion in measuring appropriateness of measuring instruments. Preliminary work
was positive; subsequent work could include tcst-rctest reliability, alterations of response
choices or scoring to better reflect development of children; an example of this might be
age-norms.
The last criteria is the efficiency of data collection. This scale is easy for teachers
to complete in a very short time. Therefore, this scale may be useful for special education
and regular education teachers in classrooms.

Ill
Conclusions
The use of assessment within the classroom milieu in order to obtain more
information on children's behaviors in classrooms is important so that better intervention
programs can be put into place. This should be a goal of educators (Lyon, 1985). It may
be o f interest that two youngsters in the study with NLD pattern for social problems arc
being served as if they were emotionally disturbed, possibly not the most effective type of
placement for such individuals. The NLDE scale is an appropriate screening device for
identifying children with the potential for NLD as well as children with other learning
difficulties in the classroom.
In the present investigation, the NLDE scale was found to be a potentially useful
screening instrument. The scale can correctly differentiate NLD children from all other
children using Canl variables or using Can2 variables; the scale can differentiate all LD
children from non-LD children. The scale classified children into their respective groups
100% of the time. Using the factor analysis, I calculated one factor and using the
canonical discriminant functions, I calculated two solutions. Nevertheless, the second
solution incorporated most of the first canonical function. This factor is basically the
entire test as over 80% of all variables correlated with the factor.
Therefore, taken as a whole, the scale can be used in the classroom as a reliable
and valid screening instrument for NLD children. It also can be used as a screening
instrument for other children suspected of having learning disabilities. Analysis of internal
consistency revealed that most items were correlated with one another (Cronbach's a =
.93). This may be because the entire scale taps measures related to NLD.
Limitations
There were a number of limitations to this study that need to be addressed in
further research. These limitations arc outlined below:
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1.

This investigation was done on small number of students in a mostly urban
population of Caucasian students. Gcncralizability to other populations may not
be justifiable.

2.

There may have been some research bias because of little randomization in
determining research populations which may create problems with gcncralizability.
The selection process needs to be more random and with a larger population, with
less a priori selection done with the students.

3.

One of the problems with the scale is the use of the choice "0" to mean two
separate things: (1) item has not been observed and (2) or the item hasn't been
observed yet. In future versions of the NLDE scale, the item stating "the behavior
in question has not been observed" will be assigned its own number.

4.

Some revisions may be in order to better accommodate young children (children
in kindergarten or even grade one). Some who scored "0" may not have been
dcvclopmentally ready to demonstrate the behavior in question. Obviously, the
child may not demonstrate the behavior because hc/shc may not have mastered
that skill dcvclopmentally, a factor completely unrelated to the existance of NLD.
Hence, the teacher will be instructed to fill in the number "3" in situations where
the student is not expected dcvclopmentally to show the behavior. Another
possibility is to retain the present structure but develop age norms.

5.

The actual number of NLD students found was low (17). In the future, larger
numbers arc necessary to produce more valid results. Nevertheless, this group of
children is rare and hard to find (Dcnckla, 1991).
Implications
This study added more to the data base on learning disabilities subtyping. This

investigation clearly identified a group of children exhibiting a NLD profile from other
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children who either were verbally-learning disabled or who were non-LD. The high
internal consistency gives credence to its potential use as a screening instrument in
classrooms for identifying children with NLD. Secondly, this study supports the data that
there exist different subtypes of children with learning disabilities (Hooper & Willis, 1989;
Semrud-Clikeman & Hynd, 1990). Therefore, intervention strategics should also be
different in order to accommodate children manifesting different learning and behavioral
characteristics (Bigler, 1990; Foss, 1991; Lyon, Moats, & Flynn, 1988).
Recommendations
Since there was an overfitting of data in the discriminant functions analysis because
students were chosen for the study based on the actual variables used in the instrument
(especially the VIQ-PIQ discrepancy, the math disorder, and the social skills deficiencies),
then further investigation is necessary on the use of the scale with randomly-selected
students. In other words, if there were sufficiently large numbers of NLD, VLD, and
Non-LD children, then the research samples would be randomly grouped into their
respective samples. Unfortunately, NLD profiles arc relatively rare (Denckla, 1991).
The use of more traditional research methods, particularly randomization, is
essential; the need for larger samples of students is also important. Therefore, it is
necessary to further investigate the reliability and validity in larger samples of students
including data collection in rural school systems. Currently this investigation centered on
urban districts. The ultimate goal in research is to obtain sample populations that are near
the census population including minority groups and large and small urban and rural
populations. If an investigation uses small sampled areas, then the results may be
considered idiosyncratic to that population only. Therefore, larger samples from a wider
and more diverse group would be a goal.
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The Cronbach's alpha of .89 (without the Spearman-Brown's adjustment) that was
calculated using 18 variables instead of the usual 46 is indicative that the scale may be
shortened with little loss of internal consistency. Hence, the variables that do not correlate
with the total scale or factor analysis in subsequent data collection using this instrument
should be removed; potentially, the screening instrument could include as few as 18 items.
Shortening a screening instrument would most likely enhance its utility so this possibility
deserves the attention of researchers.
This investigation was primarily based on Caucasian children. It would be
interesting to develop investigations that included a more representative multicultural
population o f children.
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NONVERBAL LEARNING DISABILITY EVALUATION SCALE
Teacher G en d er:____________________ Years T aught:_____ Certification:
This evaluation scale was completed by: (Check one)
____________________ Special Ed. Teacher:
Regular Ed. T eacher:.
Research File #

________

Gender:

Age:

Grade:

This checklist describes
46 student behaviors. Consider each item as it applies to or describes a child now or within the past six months.
Then circle either 0,1, 2 or 3 to indicate how often the behavior occurs.

Now please answer all items as accurately as possible; compare the child in question to typical children of the
same age/grade and gender.
0 « behavior not
observed

1 = behavior
rarely seen

2 “ behavior occurs
inconsistently

3 ■ behavior occurs
often

Circle 0......... if the item has not been observed
or the behavior in question has not been observed,
or estimate not possible.
Circle I .... __ if the item is not true of the child
or the behavior in question occurs very rarely,
or estimate is possible.
Circle 2 .... .... if the item is sometimes true of the child
or the behavior in question occurs inconsistently.
Circle 3 .... .... if the item is often true of the child
or the behavior in question occurs often.
0 12

3

1. Student shows age-appropriate gross motor skills,
(such as walking, running, and skipping).

0 1 2 3

2. Student is able to distinguish between sounds,
(for example, can tell short i sound from short e sound).

0 1 2 3

3. Student demonstrates grade-appropriate handwriting or printing skills
(letter formation and spacing).

0 12

4. Student responds to simple, one-or two-step directions.

3
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0 - behavior not
observed

1 » behavior
rarely seen

2 - behavior occurs
inconsistently

3 - behavior occurs
often

0 1 2 3

5. Student demonstrates age-appropriate, simple, rote memory skills;
(for example, can memorize phone numbers).

0 12

6 . Student correctly sounds out words during oral reading at grade level.

3

0 1 2 3

7. Student correctly spells words at grade level.

0 1 2 3

8. The spelling errors made by the student are typically phonetically
sensible; (that is, the student's invented spellings are not random,
but approximate the sound of the word, such as: egl “ eagle).

0 1 2 3

9. Student can listen to and attend to the spoken word.

0 12

3

10. Student talks a lot, but often off-topic or speech often consists of
little substance, (e.g., polite social chit-chat).

0 12

3

11. Student is well-coordinated for his/her age (does not display
awkwardness or clumsiness in gym or in sports).

0 12

3

12. Student's fine motor coordination is within age-appropriate levels.
(i.e., student can pick up and manipulate small objects such as coins).

0 1 2 3

13. Student visually discerns two similar objects from a group of others.

0 1 2 3

14. Student likes to draw.

0 1 2 3

15. Student can copy what he/she sees (e.g. items copied can be pictorial
or verbal).

0 12

16. Student attends to and memorizes information presented visually.

3
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0 “ behavior not
observed

0 12

3

1 = behavior
rarely seen

2 = behavior occurs
inconsistently

3 = behavior occurs
often

17. Student makes an observable response to novel (new or unusual) experiences,
especially those presented visually.

0 12

3

18. Student displays curiosity about the environment or interest in
exploring the environment (active instead of passive exploration).

0 12

3

19. Student shows an interest in physical activity.

0 12

3

20. Student understands facial expressions.

0 12

3

21. Student understands hand and body gestures.

0 12

3

22. Student keeps appropriate social distance when communicating
with an individual or group, with respect to one's cultural or ethnic identity.

0 12

3

23.

Student understands nonverbal cues of rejection
(for example, a hand held up, palm out, to indicate "stop" or "wait").

0 12

3

24.

Student understands cause-effect relationships (for example,
if you don't water the plant, it will die).

0 12

3

25.

Student demonstrates a sense of hum or by laughing or smiling.
(Understands verbal and nonverbal jokes).

0 12

3

26.

Student demonstrates use of even-rhythm and normal pitches when speaking
(child does not speak in a monotone voice).

0 12

3

27.

Student displays social uses for speech, such as responding appropriately
to a question.
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0 » behavior not
observed

1 = behavior
rarely seen

2 = behavior occurs
inconsistently

4 - behavior occurs
often

0 1 2 3

28. Student displays social uses for speech, such as asking a question when
appropriate.

0 1 2 3

29.

Student's handwriting is legible.

0 1 2 3

30.

Student's reading comprehension is comparable to
skill level in sounding out words.

0 1 2 3

31.

Student exhibits grade level computational (arithmetic) skills
(as compared to skills in spelling and sounding out words).

0 1 2 3

32.

Student demonstrates mathematical reasoning

0 1 2 3

33.

Student understands concepts of time
at an age-grade appropriate level.

0 1 2 3

34. Student understands concepts of measurement
at an age-grade appropriate level.

0 1 2 3

35. Student understands concepts of money
at an age-grade appropriate level.

0 1 2 3

36. Student exhibits ability to adapt to (new or unusual) situations.

0 1 2 3

37. Student demonstrates skills
in the area of social sensitivity (e.g. helpful to others).

0 1 2 3

38. Student demonstrates skills
in the area of social judgment (e.g., knows right from wrong).

0 1 2 3

39. Student demonstrates skills in the area of social interaction/social graces
and manners, (e.g. "please", "thank you").

ability.
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0 ** behavior not
observed

1 = behavior
rarely seen

2 = behavior occurs
inconsistently

0 1 2 3

40. When talking to people (teachers, parents, peers, siblings),
student maintains eye contact.

0 1 2 3

41. Student maintains friendships.

0 1 2 3

42. Student appears relaxed, calm, cheerful, happy.

0 12

3

43. Student demonstrates age-appropriate personal hygiene skills
such as grooming.

0 12

3

44. Student knows right from left

4 *= behavior occurs
often

0 1 2 3

45. Student can follow a road map and can locate places geographically.

0 1 2 3

46. Student demonstrates age-appropriate behavior when dealing with peers
(Student doesn't exhibit pushing, shoving, or fighting).

© Copyright 1994 Robert S. Scott
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Screening in Classrooms for Nonverbal Learning Disabilities:
Development of an Instrument
Teacher's Form: Instructions and Informed Consent
A new diagnostic tool has recently been developed for use in assessing children with
learning disabilities. This scale is called the NLDE scale, or Nonverbal Learning Disability
Evaluation Scale. You are being contacted to take part in a validation study of this new
instrument. There is a substantial body of evidence to prove that there are different
subtypes of learning disabilities (LD).
The enclosed scale is designed to provide a valid and reliable screening instrument for a
particular type of LD called Nonverbal Learning Disability, and to help educators better
assess LD children. This assessment will lead to better programming for the NLD child's
education. Your completion of the scale will assist in better identifying LD students. It is
hoped that the collected information will broaden knowledge about LD children.
This research is being undertaken by Bob Scott, a special education Ph. D. student at the
Center for Teaching and Learning at the University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, ND.
Scott is a resident of Manitoba who is currently on educational sabbatical.
Confidentiality of your response will be maintained. Identifying numbers on the envelopes
will be utilized only for purposes of accounting and not for identification. All data
resulting from the validation of the scale will be handled categorically and not by
respondent.
This survey is voluntary, but please sign below to indicate that you agree to participate.
You may stop at any time without penalty. You may request a summary of the results.
Return postage for the scale is pre-paid and the return address is printed on the outside of
the envelope.
Your time and attention to this study is appreciated. Thank you for your participation
and assistance. You may retain this cover sheet for vour records.

Please write your name and address on this sheet if you agree to participate in this
research. This part will be detached from the scale to protect your confidentiality.
Nam e:___________________________ Address:___________________________
Please also sign here if you wish to receive a brief summary of results.
Signature:________________________
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PARENT/GUARD1AN CO NSENT FORM
Re: S creening in C lassroom s for N onverbal L e a rn in g D isability:
_______________ D evelopm ent of an In stru m e n t________________

Dear Parent/Guardian:
Bob Scott, a second-year special education Ph.D. student at the Center for Teaching and
Learning at the University o f North Dakota, is conducting a doctoral dissertation study on learning
disabilities. To proceed with his research, Mr. Scott requires access to your child's school records
and your permission is being requested at this time.
The purpose o f this study is:
1. To determine the reliability and validity o f the Nonverbal Learning
Disabilities Evaluation (NLDE) scale for use in the classroom.
2. To allow the scale to be used to help schools better assess and diagnose
children with nonverbal learning disabilities.
If your son/daughter is learning disabled, it will be necessary for Mr. Scott to have
parental/guardian permission to access information from an Individual Education Plan (IEP) or
assessment files on record at the school in order to obtain a full scale IQ score; your signature will
give permission for this to be done. This is important in order to obtain test scores for the
matching o f children (40 learning disabled children). After the children are selected, the NLDE
scale will be filled out by your child’s regular or special education teacher, as applicable.
Your child is not directly involved in this study whatsoever. Children's records will only
be evaluated to obtain a sample pool for the study. All other identifying information will not be
collected. It will be impossible to identify the answers o f your child's teacher in any way. Your
son's or daughter’s school and teacher's name will not be identified in any reports resulting from
this study. This information will also remain strictly confidential and will be used only in the
matching process. There are no known risks to you or your child from participating in this study.
Since participation in this study is voluntary, you may withdraw at any time without affecting you
or your child's relationship with the school.
By signing this form, you will be helping expand the knowledge base on the topic o f
learning disabilities. If you have any questions or want to discuss the scale or your feelings about
this process at any time, please call Bob Scott at (701) 777-3239 or his advisor at UND, Dr. John
Hoover at (701) 777-2513.
If you are able to do so at this time, please sign below to indicate that you have read this
statement and are willing to let your child's records be used in this study. Feel free to detach and
retain the upper half o f this form for your information.
After detaching on the dotted line, please sign, and return the bottom half in the stamped
self-addressed envelope. Should you wish to receive a short summary' o f the findings upon
completion o f the study, please include your address.
Yes, I am willing to allow access to my child's school files for purposes o f this study.
Parent/Guardian Signature

Date

Please PRINT parent/guardian's name here:_______

Address
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Form for 'Determining G roups and Inter-R ater Reliability
R ater's n a m e :________________________________
Student's Name:____________________ School:________________________ LD:______________
Age:_________ Sex:_________G rade:__________ Date of B irth :______________
VIQ:________________PIQ:________________ FSIQ:___________________

C riteria in determ ining eligibility for inclusion in the study:
A.
1. _____ VIQ > PIQ by 10 + points
2 . _____

M ath problem in basic skills as determ ined by a standardized m ath test
by 1 S.D (85 or less), on the Key M ath, TOMA, or other standardized m ath
assessment

3._______

Evidence of social problem s as m easured by a checklist such as B urke's
Behavior Checklist, C onnor's Rating Scales, o r Child Behavior
Checklist, (one s.d. above o r below mean dep. opun direction of the scale) O R at
least mentioned in the referral form .

TH E FIRST TH REE CHARACTERISTICS SHOULD BE PRESENT IN ALL
CHILDREN TO A MARKED DEGREE.
B.
4 . _____
H andw riting (printing) problem s evidenced in early prim ary grades.
5 . _____

Problems in clumsiness or m otor problem s as evidenced by suggestions
for possible furth er medical intervention o r at least a medical check-up.

6.________

Phonetic spelling (if there is a problem in spelling at all).

NUMBERS FOUR AND FIVE ARE USUALLY PRESENT IN M OST
NLD CHILDREN. NUMBER SIX MAY OR MAY NOT BE PRESENT AT ALL.
Decision Rules: Are 1, 2, and 3 checked?
Are 2 out of 1, 2, and 3 checked? And 2 out of 4, 5, and 6?
________ NLD

__________ not NLD

________ (yes NLD)
________ (Yes)
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